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about the author 

 

Xu Xuechun, the author of this book Century Sentence, is the most influential folk scholar from 

Shanghai, China. The author spent 30 years observing, thinking, and recording human society and 

put forward suggestions to Chinese and world governments. Most of the suggestions have been 

adopted and taken seriously. 

 

In 2004, the Chinese government will sell all state-owned enterprises and privatize them. Xu put 

forward the "Chinese model" plan to stop the privatization of state-owned enterprises, which 

prevented the collapse of the Chinese Communist Party, Has achieved great success. 

 

When IS was rampant in 2015, Xu sent a lot of messages to governments all over the world, 

exposing the evils of Islamic extremism, changing the world, and finally eliminating IS. 

 

At the beginning of 2021, Xu sent a lot of messages to governments and media around the world, 

providing them with evidence about CCP, including virus creating, organ harvesting alive, and 

large-scale financial fraud. 

 

Regard the pandemic, Xu found that there were serious mistakes in the western medical science 

community, hoping to remind the world through this book to relieve the disaster of the Wuhan 

virus in the right way. 
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about the book 

 

According to authoritative scientific reports, the author points out that there are serious mistakes 

in the treatment of the Wuhan virus in western medical circles, which leads to the inability to end 

the Wuhan virus in recent two years. 

 

The author believes readers will know how to eliminate the Wuhan virus after reading this book. 

If this book can be popular all over the world, human beings will soon be able to end the 

pandemic of the Wuhan virus. 

 

This book also finds the scientific proofs for treating Wuhan virus patients with traditional 

Chinese medicine, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, and artemisinin. Including experiment 

reports and related papers. 

 

At the same time, this book also reveals the fraud in the US 2020 election, the relationship 

between the Chinese government and the Wuhan virus, the relationship between the deep state 

and the Wuhan virus, the relationship between aliens and Reptilians and the Wuhan virus, and 

how to relieve the disaster of Wuhan virus. 

 

God bless you. 
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1. overview 

 

If you talk about aliens in China, it would be a joke. Because the Chinese have no religious beliefs, 

they are all so-called materialists who worship money. In the West, there are also such a group of 

people. 

 

After I left China, I saw a lot of news on the Internet about aliens, Reptilians, Deep State, 

freemasonry, adrenochrome, "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion", alien interviews and so on. 

 

I think the Chinese are ridiculous. The Chinese are not true materialists, they are true idealism. 

 

What is true materialism? First of all, we need to recognize all the things that exist. Whether you 

can explain it or not,  This is the most basic condition of materialism and the spirit of scientists. 

 

The Chinese Communist Party and some people in the world do not recognize the existence of 

things, deliberately fabricate lies to deceive the people, This is only to maintain their evil rule, not 

scientific spirit, nor materialism, but true idealism and cult. 

 

There is no difference in the United States. They do not recognize election fraud and ballot 

modification. 

 

Why do these fake materialists and real schemers appear in China, America, and the world? 

Because the world is controlled by evil and demons. 

 

From this point of view, demons and monsters, Gods and holy warriors really exist. 
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2. The accumulation of knowledge has a process from quantitative 

change to qualitative change 

 

First of all, I am a scientist and materialist. From the perspective of the scientific spirit, the 

change of anything is from quantitative change to qualitative change, and the accumulation of 

knowledge is a gradual process. 

 

If there is a great leap in science and technology in a certain country at a certain time, and there 

is no process from quantitative change to qualitative change in knowledge, if someone says it is 

alien give them the technology, I will believe it. Not only do I need to believe it is the truth, but 

anyone with a scientific spirit and rational thinking needs to believe it is the truth. 

 

If it does not have a gradual accumulation process, there must be external help. It is the help of 

God or demons or aliens. 

 

This is my advice to those on the earth who have the ability to think rationally. 

 

What is the sudden progress in human science, technology, and culture? 

 

Classical ancient books in China and the worlds are prehistoric civilizations or God's revelation to 

mankind, such as Bible, Qur'an, Buddhist Sutra, Tao Te Ching, Zhouyi, The Yellow Emperor's Inner 

Canon, and so on. 

 

These books were not the wisdom that human beings could have at that time. According to the 

Qur'an 5: 48, I think this is God giving different revelations to different peoples. When God 

returns again, God will test whether human beings can follow God's teachings. 

 

I think some technologies that are not given to mankind by God, but given to mankind by the 

devil. 

 

I think nuclear technology is not the technology given to mankind by God, but the technology 

given to mankind by the devil. It was not Americans or Soviets who first have nuclear technology, 

but Hitler. 

 

Hitler had the ability to create an atomic bomb during World War II. Hitler thought he could 

conquer the world without using atomic bombs, so he did not develop atomic bombs. After 

Germany was defeated, this technology and scientists were taken by the United States and the 

Soviet Union, which was why the United States and the Soviet Union were the first to make 

atomic bombs. 

 

Hitler also completed the first flight of the HO-229 bomber, and the similar aircraft is the 

American B-2 bomber, which is the most advanced bomber in the world so far. 
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These technologies are not gradually mastered by human scientists relying on knowledge 

accumulation. It's a technology acquired suddenly. It is the technology that aliens give to 

mankind. 

 

An article on the Internet shows that the MJ-12 file confidentiality agreement between the 

United States and aliens. According to the agreement, aliens provide high technology to the 

United States, while the United States allows aliens to kidnap humans and conduct genetic 

experiments. The goal is to cultivate many hybrids of reptilian and human beings and eventually 

replace humans. From a scientist's point of view, this is credible and logical. 

 

The aliens provided nuclear technology, gene-editing technology, and microelectronics 

technology to the US government. And some other technologies. 

 

A few days ago, Xi Jinping was wishful thinking that China could make the most advanced 

microelectronic chips. I think that's because Xi Jinping is a stupid person with no culture and no 

knowledge. He is not a scientist himself, but he hopes to guide science and technology.  Unless 

China steals this knowledge, Chinese scientists will never have this technology in a short time, 

because it is alien technology. 

 

There is evidence that the Wuhan virus is used alien technology, Scientists use gene-editing 

technology, using bat viruses as the backbone, adding AIDS and SARS genes to recreate new 

viruses. The aim is to eliminate the elderly population, the unhealthy population, and the 

redundant people, because the Deep State, conspirators and aliens, and the CCP do not like them. 

The conspiracy was planned by the Deep State and implemented by Chinese military scientists. 
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3. Human civilization and cosmic civilization; Enhancing the human soul 

through complete disclosure of information 

 

From a scientific point of view, we can see the existence of aliens from alien technology, and they 

are in contact with people on earth purposefully. What do aliens want? 

 

If this question needs to be answered, it needs a scientific worldview. What is human being? 

What is the Earth? What is the civilization of the Earth? What is the civilization of the cosmic? 

 

It has been around 3000 years since human beings have civilization, and it is 2021 years since the 

birth of Jesus. According to scientists, it has been around 17 billion years since the creation of the 

universe. 

 

The progress of human civilization and science and technology can be felt by each of us, which is 

changing with each passing day and advancing by leaps and bounds. 

 

And what happened in the 17 billion years that the universe existed? Or what might have 

happened? Imagine it with your scientists' minds and logical judgments. 

 

I think that in such a long time, the ants and cockroaches  can evolve into gods, which is in line 

with the theory of biological evolution. This is the logical science from quantitative change to 

qualitative change. 

 

From this point of view, all myths and legends are not legends, but stories that really happen in 

the universe. 

 

I am a materialist, I am not a blind believer in God, I am a scientist, I am a study of truth, I do not 

believe in any lies and scams, I only believe in science. 

 

I think all myths and legends are logical from a scientific point of view, in line with the theory of 

biological evolution and the law of the development of the universe. 

 

All the notion that God does not exist, the monster does not exist, the devil does not exist, the 

angel does not exist, the alien does not exist, is a conspiracy, because: 

 

The first situation: The people who say this are themselves demons in the crowd, they are 

monsters, they are conspirators. They want to conceal their identity， they are maliciously 

deceiving human beings. 

 

The second situation: some poor people who have been deceived. Because they have no 

independent thinking ability and logical judgment ability, and because of their lack of intellectual 

ability, they are unable to perform high-level and complex logical judgment operations. 
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I'm not creating Gods for mankind. I'm teaching people a way of thinking. Don't be deceived, 

don't be fooled. 

 

Whether they are demons or conspirators, dictators. 

 

Their purpose of fooling mankind is to rule and persecute the people 

 

After my personal experience and the news happened in the United States, the conclusion is that 

all the information of the government on CCTV, People's Daily, TV, media, WeChat and Weibo are 

all Fake information, the votes of Americans are fraudulent, and the big media collectively 

deceive the people with lies. The United States and China are exactly the lying society no 

difference 

 

All the information we are told by the government media is fake, while those labeled as rumors 

on the Internet are mostly true information. 

 

Of course, there are all kinds of information on the Internet. The Chinese government has 

created a large number of lies on the Internet and the  DS created a large number of public 

opinion censorship. The Internet is also full of lies. Exactly What is true requires us to use our 

brains and logical thinking to judge by ourselves. 

 

The following is the information and the truth of the world that I believe to be true. 

 

1. The earth is a cosmic prison of God. All the souls imprisoned on the earth are sinful souls in the 

universe. If the souls on the earth can't meet God's requirements through soul progress and 

reform, They can never leave the earth and reincarnate on the earth forever. What's worse is that 

some bad guys will go to hell, and hell is deep underground. 

 

God doesn't want dirty and defective souls to bring trouble to other cosmic worlds. 

 

2. According to the hierarchy of civilization, the universe has eight dimensions, the first 

dimension is Stone, the second dimension is animals, the third dimension is human civilization, 

the fourth dimension is Reptilians, the seventh dimension is Jesus, the eighth dimension is God 

Creator, and there are angels and Asura in the middle. Buddha is also  angels. 

 

3. The evil alien is Satan as God said in the Bible. The evil alien Reptilians control human beings 

through Freemasonry, Illuminati and Satanism. Therefore, the Bible warns human beings not to 

be seduced by the devil, which is the truth. 

 

4. Freemasonry, Illuminati, and Satanism have dominated mankind for thousands of years. What 

they have is alien technology and high-dimensional alien intelligence. Therefore, they can control 

all the resources of the earth from higher logical thinking and superpowers, including oil, finance, 

politicians, actors, medical, education and all other important sectors. 
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5. Freemasonry, Illuminati and Satanism have actually promoted the scientific and technological 

development and economic development, as well as social order, human civilization and 

progress. 

 

6. The human body was created according to God's body, and  a lot of human function was shut 

down, so that people did not have super powers. (The so-called superpower is a universal ability 

in the universe.) 

 

Reptilians's bodies have evolved for hundreds of millions of years, but they are still reptile in 

essence, and human bodies are more advanced and perfect than Reptilians and aliens, but 

human technology, ability and wisdom, and judgment ability are far inferior to Reptilians and evil 

aliens. 

 

7. Reptilians and evil aliens lure human beings with money, beauty and social status, in order to 

betray God, and do some morally bankrupt things, such as  harvesting human organs alive in 

China, large-scale financial fraud and creating Wuhan viruses to eliminate so-called enemies and 

people they don't need. There is also a large-scale eating of living people in the United States, 

and the adrenochrome extracted from children makes them get the effect of rejuvenation. 

 

8. Freemasonry, Illuminati and satanism their wisdom are come from Reptilians and evil aliens 

who are higher rank than human wisdom. They have a set of logic and theoretical higher than 

human wisdom. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion as we know it is their theoretical. We can see 

that the logical  and ideological of "the Book of Shang Jun" in ancient China are exactly the 

same. 

 

9. They treat human beings as breeders treat chickens in cages in chicken farms. They feed 

human beings. They keep human beings in cages and restrict human freedom. The purpose is to 

raise chickens and lay eggs, and then send all human beings to slaughterhouses when they need. 

 

Through Wuhan virus and American election, mankind can see all this clearly. 

 

How the CCP and the Deep State of the United States deceived the people.  If the mankind can't 

wake up in this plague and American election. Then human beings are deceiving themselves. 

mankind is choosing the devil over God. 

 

The Chinese government and the Deep State in the United States do exactly the same things, 

Because they all belong to the devil's organization controlled by Freemasons. 

 

The Chinese government uses firewalls to block all the news they don't want people to know, so 

that the Chinese government can wantonly harvesting human organs alive, wantonly engage in 

national financial fraud, wantonly create viruses to spread all over the world, and no one is 

allowed to investigate. 
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The big American technology companies are also fooling the American people, Trump has such 

an obvious victory. There is so much evidence in election fraud. All American media are 

shamelessly deceiving the American people and stealing elections. 

 

It's like a breeder putting chickens in a cage. They turn on the lights if they want the earth to have 

light, and turn off the lights if they don't want the earth to have light, so that the chickens can't 

see anything. 

 

Does human beings still have dignity? Is there justice for mankind? Everyone on earth should say 

no to these, and declare war on the Chinese government and the Deep State of the United States 

and the evil power behind them. 

 

My slogan is: Human beings are the masters of the earth, and human beings have the right to 

know everything that happens on the earth. 

 

According to the information on the Internet, I believe the following information is credible: 

 

Reptilians, evil aliens, they control human beings and give them technology. Their level of ability 

and wisdom higher than human beings. The purpose of their coming to earth is 

 

1. First of all, they came to the earth to enslave human beings, treating human beings as chickens 

that can lay eggs and cows that can produce milk. Human beings are some livestock in front of 

Reptilians, evil aliens, Freemasons, Illuminati, Satanism and Deep State. Can be slaughtered at 

any time. 

 

2. They used human genes to modify the genes of the Reptilians to become a new species, 

because the genes of humans are the genes of God, which are better than those of the 

Reptilians. 

 

3. Reptilians need to eat human beings as food. CCP harvesting organs alive to renew the lives of 

red nobles. The Deep State in the United States  use children collected from all over the world 

as the extraction source of adrenochrome. Rejuvenate themself 

 

 

4. They are Reptilians, and they need to eat human beings as a source of meat. They have this 

instinctive impulse and needs. 

 

The purpose of God's messenger coming to the earth is not like this.  they do not want to 

enslave human beings, but to help human beings improve their souls, atone for their sins, and 

reach the standard of God's satisfaction as soon as possible, so that God can allow human beings 

to leave the earth prison and go to heaven. 

 

The way I propose to redeem the human soul is through high-tech and Internet technology. So 

that all human beings can know all the things that happen to human beings, and no one is 
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allowed to hide any information. 

 

After people know all kinds of things, they will discuss them, and people will reach a consensus 

through voting in some democratic form. Human beings negotiate to solve all the things that 

happen to human beings. Everyone of human beings can make the human soul grow rapidly in 

the process of understanding information, discussing information, voting information and dealing 

with problems. 

 

I suggest that human beings know all the information in order to make the human soul grow. And 

my book "Century. Sentence" is raising questions, let all people discuss the questions I raised, and 

then the human soul can be promoted and reach a consensus. Build our earth together. 

 

When all the information is made public,  the Reptilians, the CCP and the Deep State will 

disappear. Because they use deception to maintain their evil rule. 

 

When the people know all the information, then the people have all the power. At that time, 

mankind was liberated, mankind became the master of the earth, and mankind would not be 

enslaved by anyone. 

 

That's why God sent me here. 
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4. Linwood broke the news: Most celebrities and dignitaries in the 

world were coerced into raping and shooting children, and were 

videotaped as evidence to be extorted to obey the organization 

 

Linwood broke the news on Twitter: Isaac Kappy, an American actor who died on May 13, 2019, 

got the video data of blackmailing celebrities and dignitaries obtained by a hacker organization 

named "Lizard Squad " from the top 10 intelligence organizations in the world 

 

The top ten intelligence organizations in the world are CCP agents, FBI, CIA, Mossad of Israel and 

CI6 of UK. . . And so on, they used evil means to force the world's famous politicians to commit 

serious and heinous crimes against humanity, and filmed the criminal process, using this video to 

coerce famous politicians to work for them. 

 

The specific process is: the agents of the above countries first find celebrities and dignitaries who 

need to be controlled and coerced, and then trick and kidnap them. Celebrities and dignitaries 

are required to rape young children in front of the camera, and then killed the young children, 

while those agents video and take pictures all the time. 

 

Agents in those countries use this video and photo to control and coerce these celebrities and 

dignitaries to work for them. Until they lose value. Lawyer Linwood said he had thousands of 

such videos. 

 

It is said that Jeffrey Edward Epstein's pedophile island was a place where the door was used to 

engage in this dirty act, so Epstein was murdered. 

 

Of course, some celebrities and politicians are coerced, while others enjoy it. 

 

According to Linwood, tens of thousands of children have disappeared and been used in this evil 

plan and become victims. 

 

I got the news that the Illuminati is engaged in this similar activity. Illuminati will kill children by 

horror and drink blood with adrenaline in children. They think it can gain strength and become 

young. 

 

CCP high rank  officials like to have sex with young children, which is said to make men 

rejuvenate. I have seen this saying in some ancient book. 

 

Now it seems that the CCP and the Illuminati, Freemasonry, Satanism, the Democratic Party 

formed a Deep State, so as to achieve their purpose of ruling the world. 

 

My book is exposing that all the high-ranking people in the world are liars. Today, Linwood found 
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me hard evidence. 

 

Those so-called big men are liars, and they all sold their souls to the devil. Some are coerced, 

some are born devil. There are no good people anyway. 

 

This shows how dirty and evil human beings are. They abandon faith and God for money.  

 

Those whom God wishes to destroy, he first makes mad 

 

Linwood said that there are more than a thousand videos, and I really want to know who of the 

celebrity politicians around the world has not appeared in the videos. 
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5. Deep State and CCP are alien who want to occupation and rule of 

mankind 

 

I recently read some articles and knowledge about metaphysics and aliens. I think Pelosi, Hillary 

Clinton, DS , Obama, Bill Gates, Franciscus PP, Twitter bosses, Mark Elliot Zuckerberg, Freemasons, 

Rothschilds, Illuminati and so on. They are aliens, reportedly Orionians and Sirians. Their purpose 

is to control the human beings on the surface of the earth and obtain the energy they need by 

enslaving human beings. 

 

I think these Orionites and Sirians are the vampire families we have always known. 

 

It is said that they modified their genes in order to control human beings. But they are genetically 

defective and need to drink human blood, especially children's blood, to make up for the 

deficiency and get energy. 

 

That would explain why Orion who have gained so much status and money, still drink children's 

blood. Don't they know that this is a demonic act against humanity? 

 

It can be said that they are cults, or they are vampires and aliens, and they need blood to get 

energy. 

 

All kinds of predictions have shown that today, mankind will come to the time of Last Judgement. 

With the help of God, human beings can overcome the devil and ascend to heaven and enter a 

higher civilization and dimension. 

 

Man falls into hell if he can't defeat the devil. 

 

There is a saying that I think is correct. Trump, Putin, Duterte, Linwood and many other people 

are angels sent by God to save mankind and solve human problems in the last days. God sent me 

to help you solve some key technical problems. 

 

Since 2004, I have been giving some suggestions to the Chinese government, For example, 

"harmonious society" and "Chinese model". and after 2014, I have given some suggestions to 

various countries in the world. Such as eliminating Islamic State, terrorism and solving the Middle 

East problem. 

 

I have tried my best to help China do things well. But it turns out that they have been controlled 

by aliens, that is, demons. They have gone too far to turn back. 

 

As for the Wuhan virus, I wrote to all the senators in the United States in May 2020, telling them 

that China have  antidotes, but Americans didn't understand what I meant and turned a deaf 

ear to what I said. 
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Not only did the CCP not listen to my serious warning, but also sent two agents to ask me to shut 

up. 

 

As a Chinese, I have done my best for China. 

 

Because I am Chinese, for the dignity and fundamental interests of the Chinese nation, I can't 

tolerate Xi Jinping using viruses and TCM as weapons to help demons and aliens control the earth, 

Harming God's people, against God, against fairness and justice. 

 

This is what God asked me to do. So God is great, God is fairness and justice, and loves everyone. 

Uphold justice for everyone. 
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6. Aliens, God and Idealism, Materialism 

 

I am a materialist, but my understanding of materialism is different from that of the average 

person, mainstream media, and the CCP. 

 

1. I think everything is recognizable. This is materialism. 

 

The CCP and the mainstream believe that people who study phenomena that cannot be 

explained by science are anti-science, superstition, and idealism. And try to prohibit people from 

discussing these. 

 

I think we should believe in all things that exist in fact, and give a scientific, reasonable, and 

logical explanation to all things that cannot be recognized temporarily, And allow others to 

continue discussing various possibilities. This is materialism and science. 

 

Marx, the CCP, and the mainstream thought think that everything they can't explain is 

nonexistent, which is the true cult, ignorance, and idealism. 

 

2. Many ancient people and religions regarded aliens as gods. 

 

Because the aliens who have helped them have power that human beings can't understand, they 

regard aliens as Gods. This is why there have been so many religious beliefs since ancient times. 

This is also the root cause of idealism. 

 

3. God is of course an alien, but aliens are also divided into many levels and dimensions. Among 

all aliens, there is a creator with the highest level, that is, the creator of human beings. 

 

Because the Creator has the highest level and mana,  Cosmic civilization, interstellar federation, 

Bible and Quran all have the same requirements for people. We should believe in the only alien 

with the highest level in the universe, that is, the only God in the universe. 

 

4. The lower-ranking aliens will also want to control human society. 

 

At present, they are Reptilians, Freemasonry, Illuminati, Deep State, Obama, Queen of England, 

George Soros, Rothschilds, Bill Gates, and others 

 

They are evil aliens who want to control human beings against God and alien descendants, 

proxies, white gloves. 

 

5. Now God, the true God of the universe, has sent His messengers to save us. Trump, QAnon, 

Putin, Duterte, Mars Boys,. . . And some other people are messengers of God. 

 

6. Reptilians and Satan are also species created by God. Therefore, to fight against Satan and 
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Reptilians, evil aliens and Freemasonry, Illuminati, and Deep State, human self-awakening and 

self-action are needed to solve human problems. 

 

7. If human beings are unable to awaken themselves and are controlled by evil aliens, God will 

destroy human beings as before. 

 

It is said that God has destroyed mankind seven times. According to the Bible, God didn't want to 

destroy mankind this time, so he sent messengers to save us. 

 

8. Atomic bombs and nuclear technology are not the wisdom of human beings on earth, but the 

technology given to human beings by aliens in order to rule the earth. This is a conspiracy. 
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7. My Views on Samsara, Soul and Alien 

 

There is a saying that the earth is actually the trash can of the universe, the place where God uses 

to hold low-level souls. 

 

Buddhism also has the saying of ”the six great divisions in the wheel of karma“, and this is the 

basic doctrine of Buddhism. 

 

Now,  the US election has let us people on earth know that Reptilians, aliens,  and grays control 

human finance, technology, education, media, and government through Freemasonry and 

Illuminati cults. they want to enslave, rule, and take over human society. 

 

Reptilians and aliens kidnap children, eat human flesh, drink children's blood, torture and 

intimidate children, and let them die in panic, so as to obtain their "adrenochrome", which helps 

them rejuvenate and replenish energy. 

 

Agents from all over the world, including CCP, coerce politicians to pedophilia, torture, and kill 

children, And record the video as evidence which is the most threatening and controlling means 

for politicians. 

 

The breaking news in the United States is even more shocking than the Chinese Communist 

Party’s brain death machine 

 

A video shows a naked boy climbing down the sheets from the second-floor window of 

Buckingham Palace attempt to escape. Moreover, the British royal family covered up the truth 

and refused to explain and investigate the case. This shows that the British royal family is 

involved in pedophilia. 

 

This is hard evidence that the British royal family is involved in pedophilia. 

 

It has been accused that the British royal family is a Reptilians, who are involved in the 

above-mentioned evil things such as eating children and drinking children's blood. Princess Diana 

was silenced by the British royal family and Reptilians because she wanted to tell the truth. 

 

Now that aliens, Reptilians, and little grays are ruling the earth, it has become a reality. So we 

should deliberate about who is our God? 

 

I have seen on the Internet 《The Law Of One》, 《The Lacerta Files》,《Thiaoouba Prophecy》,

《The Dulce Wars》,《Roswell UFO incident》, and other alien interviews on the earth people and 

information . I think this is all true and credible. 

 

Denying that the aliens are the DS of the United States and the CCP cult is misleading and 

deceiving the people and covering up the truth. 
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Based on the above interviews and evidence, I think the truth about human beings, the earth, 

and the universe is: 

 

1. There are 8 dimensions in the civilization level of the universe 

 

2. The soul and body are separated, the soul is immortal, and the body has a useful life. 

 

3. Earth is really a prison for sinful low-level souls. 

 

From the perspective of human civilization on earth, it is indeed the lowest civilization, only a 

little higher than plants and animals. Some psychics said that the earth is a prison, that is right. 

The Buddhist statement also confirms this point: human beings are reincarnated in six paths. 

 

Man believes that God and Christ will go to heaven, However, not everyone will go to heaven, but 

needs to be reincarnated on earth. Only when the soul is advanced, developed, civilized, and 

high-level will it go to heaven. In reincarnation, some people gradually improve their soul levels 

and finally enter heaven, while some souls commit iniquity again and again, so they can only be 

demoted to hell. 

 

The six ways of Buddhism are that the three good ways are heaven, Asura, and man; The three 

evils ways are animals, hungry ghosts, and hell. 

 

I think these are the six places for the soul after death. 

 

1) People way, people's spiritual practice and soul level have not reached the level of upgrading, 

nor have they reached the level of downgrading. Therefore, after death, their memory is erased, 

and they continue to be reborn for the next life and practice. 

 

2), Asura way, I think the civilization of human practice has reached the level of upgrading, so 

upgrading to the fourth-dimensional ethnic group to live, such as becoming Reptilians, Sirians, 

etc., is a high-level alien civilization. Their technological level is higher than human beings. Their 

spirit level is not high enough, and they often fight, plunder and invade other ethnicities,  They 

are monsters in Chinese mythology. 

 

3) Heaven way is to go toheaven. 

 

4) Animals way, human beings do bad things in the world, and God feels that they need to be 

degraded, so they reincarnate and become beasts, animals, and horses, etc. 

 

5), Hungry Ghost way and Hell way, the Soviet Union carried out a drilling project in the Kola 

Peninsula. Drilled into hell, heard the cry of hell, and saw an evil spirit with wings of elders 

running out of it. 
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This proved the existence of hell, just inside the earth. Man has done very bad things on earth, 

and his soul will be sent to hell by God. 

 

4. In the universe, there are not only the aliens who destroy and enslave human beings but also 

the just aliens in the Interstellar Federation, who are maintaining the balance of the universe. 

They are probably the Messenger of God in Chinese Shinhwa. 

 

5. In my opinion, the human soul is really low, bad, evil, ignorant, and uncivilized. 

 

Some people can unlock the superpowers of the human body through meditation and practice 

qigong. Many people on our planet have special abilities. Some monks, mages, and religious 

leaders all have special abilities. 

 

They can see souls, they can also see invisible aliens, talk to aliens, and even ask aliens to help 

them do something. 

 

They can also help other people do some things, such as treating diseases. 

 

mankind's life span is also limited to 150 years old, which is also a kind of seal. 

 

I think because we are all sinners, and we are born on earth for enlightenment and spiritual 

practice. This design can speed up reincarnation and practice. 

 

God created this world, but mankind are doing bad things every day. 

 

The CCP harvested human organs alive in order to maintain their evil rule and make money. They 

all need to go to hell. 

 

Those Reptilians kidnaped children, eat children and drink children's blood, This is a deal 

between the US government and evil aliens and Reptilians. They allow aliens to do this in 

exchange for high technology. 

 

Presidents, politics, big technology companies, Wall Street, oil companies, media, and most of 

the bosses there are descendants of reptilians. 

 

They are born to eat children, and they drink their blood to make up for their genetic 

deficiencies. 

 

They can do such evil things today, not only the evil of Reptilians, but also the evil of some 

depraved people in America. 

 

Of course, some Americans still have human justice. For example, US President Carter launched 

the "Dulce  War" against aliens, Kennedy tried to expose the evil of the Deep State so being 

murdered, Trump and QAnon now fight with the Deep State and Reptilians. 
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To sum up, human greed, disunity, low soul, and no bottom line have caused today's tragedy. 

 

The purpose of writing this book is to use my wisdom to help human beings improve their souls, 

solve the contradictions in human society, eliminate barriers and disputes through wisdom, and 

lead people to a higher level. 

 

If you can understand what I say and feel the right path with your heart. People with 

understanding will go to heaven. 

 

If you can transform human society according to the method I said, the earth can also become a 

paradise. 

 

My book is all about how to realize a fair and just social system. 

 

To put it simply in a word, it is to use the developed network technology to realize information 

disclosure and enable the people to participate in the discussion of all matters, so as to achieve 

complete fairness and justice. 

 

I suggest that the economic system use the Chinese model, The Chinese model is a social system 

that combines the advantages of capitalism and socialism. It can promote rapid economic 

development, and China's achievements can be seen all over the world. 

 

Xi Jinping's dictatorship has nothing to do with the Chinese model. 
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8. Summary of Alien Cult Theories 

 

Freemasons, Satanism, Illuminati, Reptilians, Greys-they controlled human finances, education, 

politics, media, oil, and they invent a series of deceptive theories, through which they completely 

control and enslave human beings ideologically and spiritually. 

 

Human civilization is only a few thousand years old, but these Reptilians and evil aliens have 

evolved for hundreds of millions of years. The degree of human civilization is the third dimension, 

while these Reptilians and evil aliens are the fourth dimensions, and they are one order of 

magnitude higher than human beings on soul level. 

 

The gap between Reptilians and humans is like the gap between humans and animals. 

 

They are one order of magnitude higher in IQ and one order of magnitude higher in ability than 

human beings. 

 

Human beings can't compete with these aliens in spirit, intelligence, theory, and consciousness. 

Therefore, human beings are completely controlled by these aliens spiritually, theoretically, and 

ideologically. 

 

They control human beings spiritually by spreading evil theories, evil thoughts, distorted 

ideologies, anti-God thoughts, anti-fairness and justice thoughts, anti-moral bottom-line thoughts. 

Make human beings their slaves 

 

All my life, I have been observing human beings and thinking about human problems. 

 

I wrote this book to correct human spiritual and ideological deviations and fallacies and evils. 

 

I will now summarize the evil aliens’ confusion and control of human ideology, cult propaganda. 

 

Judging from the 2020 election in the United States, we human beings can clearly see that all 

their propaganda of "evil aliens, Reptilians, Freemasons, Illuminati, deep state, Satan, and the 

CCP" is false and completely used to deceive and confuse the people. 

 

None of what they said is true. Their purpose is evil, vicious, and completely used to fool the 

people and maintain the evil rule of demons. 

 

1. Speech censorship 

 

Aliens control the United States and mankind, delete all the remarks that reveal the truth, and 

only allow alien cult lies to spread 

 

2. Aliens do not exist 
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They are most afraid that human beings will know their true identity and where do they come 

from? Who are they? What do they want? Just as the devil is afraid of sunshine, this sentence is 

used to block the door for people to seek the truth. 

 

3. The population is too large and the earth cannot bear, we need to reduce the population by 

80% 

 

More than 90% of the world's population is concentrated on less than 10% of the land. With the 

advancement of human technology, all unmanned areas can be developed. So the population of 

the earth can be increased several times no problem. 

 

4. Animal protection 

 

In order to protect Reptilians, human beings do not discriminate against alien species. When 

human beings find that Reptilians do not belong to human beings, we can protect Reptilians. 

 

5. Anti-discrimination 

 

 The main purpose is to oppose human discrimination against Reptilians because human beings 

will wake up one day. Discover the secret of Reptilians. 

 

6. Freedom of religious belief 

 

Give the "Reptilians' Cult Theory" the same status as the Bible 

 

7. Greenhouse effect 

 

Carbon dioxide will be absorbed by the moisture in the air to become carbonic 

acid and fall on the ground, and carbon dioxide accounts for only 0.03% of the 

air content. Carbon dioxide is not necessarily related to the greenhouse effect. 

Human beings already have new energy technologies, which have been blocked by 

the deep state. 

 

8. Poverty is because not working hard 

 

This sentence was only established when the "total wages of workers" accounted for 50% of GDP. 

It's only 18% now, so people can't make money no matter how hard they work. 

 

9. Communism  is evil 

 

It is the ugliness of human nature that makes communism look evil. If every government 

information can be completely open on the Internet, this statement will not hold true. 
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Atheism and the omnipotence of technology 

 

Evil aliens give human beings some technology, and then use it to deny the existence of God. This 

is a conspiracy. 

 

11. Mankind is the only intelligent creature 

 

People who don’t have basic mathematical concepts would think so 

 

12. Homosexuality is a human right 

 

The Bible shows that God hates homosexuality 

 

13. No reincarnation of souls 

 

There are many people who have memories of past lives 

 

14. Traditional religion is ignorance 

 

Traditional religions are all revelations of God and are all truths, but they need to be updated 

after 2000 years 

 

15. Discrimination against Traditional Chinese Medicine 

 

Abandoned the original function of medicine: to cure the sickness and save people, and achieve 

the best results at the lowest cost. 

 

16. Jews plunder wealth and hate Jews 

 

Jews have high IQ and need to learn from Jews, not envy Jews 

 

17. Capitalism is the most advanced civilization 

 

Capitalist theory cannot be applied to the Internet and the robot period. 

 

18. Advanced consumption and credit cards 

 

It is convenient to control when people are in a dangerous situation 

 

19. Combating Racism 

 

God gives different nationalities different colors, different languages and different beliefs so that 

all nationalities can protect their own interests in their own land 
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20. Globalization, Community of Destiny 

 

Globalization cannot influence the interests of our nation 

 

21. Genetically modified foods are harmless 

 

High-ranking officials of the CCP only eat tailored food but never eat genetically modified food, so 

it must be poisonous. 
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9. Evidence that alien Reptilians live among us and control human 

beings 

 

I've seen all the news that alien Reptilians have long lived among us, and many of them have 

become celebrities and national leaders. 

 

For example, Obama, Merkel, the Queen and the Royal Family, the famous singer Lady GaGa, 

Britney Spears, a CNN TV host, an American general, and so on 

 

I searched the Internet for relevant information and got a lot of video evidence. 

 

Because the netizens made it very clear that Reptilians can make their appearance exactly the 

same as that of human beings by deceiving human brains or disguising themself through their 

alien technology, 

 

When they get along with us, we can't distinguish them at all. But one thing about them is that 

sometimes their eyes reveal that they are Reptilians, not human beings. That is, they have 

lizard-like eyes. 

 

The pupils of human eyes are round, but the pupils of Reptilians's eyes sometimes become a 

vertical line, just like lizard eyes. 

 

I saw in online videos that the eyes of famous singer Lady GaGa, Britney Spears, a CNN TV host 

and many unknown Reptilians really turn into lizard eyes in an instant. 

 

Because they are celebrities, they often make programs on TV. There will be high-definition 

cameras to record programs for them and play them frequently on the media. 

 

I clearly saw that their eyes would have a membrane flash in their eyes at a certain moment, and 

when that membrane flashed, their pupils became lizard eyes. 

 

That's a function of animal eyes. Human beings often need to clean and lubricate their eyeballs 

by blink . Many animals do not blink, but clean and lubricate their eyeballs through the opening 

and closing of this membrane, which is similar to the action and function of human blinking. 

 

And according to my observation, there are several opening and closing forms of this membrane 

of Reptilians. 

 

Some eye membrane open and close from left to right, 

 

Some eye membrane open and close from right to left, 
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Some eye membrane open and close from bottom to top, 

 

Some eye membrane open and close from both sides to the middle. 

 

And in normal times, we see that their eyes are normal and the pupil is round. But when their 

eye membrane  is closed, the pupil becomes a vertical slit, which is the lizard eye. 

 

It should be said that the gap in the middle of their eye membrane is transparent, and the rest of 

the eye membrane is opaque, which makes us look like their pupils become a gap. This can 

reduce the light entering the eyes. Reduce glare, but there is a gap where objects can be seen. 

 

1. In CCTV's report on Merkel, there is a video that Merkel's eyes have a membrane turning up 

from below, covering her eyes. Obviously, this is not the structure of human eyes, but the 

structure and function of animal eyes. There is evidence that Merkel is a Reptilians in online 

legends. 

 

No wonder she has made so many evil policies in favor of the CCP. Because she doesn't belong to 

human beings, but Reptilians. Attempting and ruling mankind. She is not working for human 

beings, but for human enemies, Reptilians and aliens. 

 

2. Another photo shows that one eye of the Queen of England is completely black, and another 

video shows that the back of the left hand of the Queen is blue-black, as if she deliberately 

covered this hand at first.  

 

Of course, some people will say that she may be the result of using drugs. But the British royal 

family has close contact and relationship with pedophiles. The paedophile organization is the 

organization that mutilates children and picks their adrenochrome alive. 

 

There is also a video showing a naked boy aged 8-10 sliding down sheets from the second floor 

window of Buckingham Palace in an attempt to escape. This is the hard evidence of the British 

royal family's cruelty to children and paedophilia. 

 

Moreover, it was reported on the Internet that Princess Diana wanted to expose the British royal 

family’s child killing in order to obtain adrenochrome. She was brutally murdered. This is logical. 

 

3. I also saw a video of an American general who suddenly felt unwell when facing the camera in 

a meeting. From the front camera, there was nothing unusual, but from the side camera, the 

general's head seemed to turn into a monster. 

 

There is also a video of Obama's bodyguard, which can't see anything unusual from the front, but 

the camera from the side shows that the man's head seems to have turned into a monster. 

 

Reptilians are aliens, and their technology and evolution level, evolution time is far longer than 

that of human beings. This camouflage is a normal alien technology. 
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In fact, it is very simple to investigate Reptilians, just find some of their hair and do DNA 

identification to see if they are human. Maybe we can find some medical evidence. 

 

I think their DNA must be different from that of human beings. Otherwise, how can the eyes be 

like this? 

 

This is an war between human beings and alien Reptilians. We must investigate clearly and give 

mankind an explanation. This is the basic right of human beings, and everyone needs to defend 

human beings. 

 

I think we should find all the Reptilians. At the very least, it needs strict supervision, if there are 

crimes and acts against humanity need to be tried by military courts. 
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10. Alien Cult Theory about Speech Censorship 

 

“I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it” 

 

We have the furthest understanding of speech censorship through the American election. Trump, 

as the president of the United States, is not allowed to speak to the American people. All the 

media have blocked Trump's speech power. Why are these evil groups "evil aliens, Reptilians, 

Freemasons, Illuminati, Deep State, Satan and CCP" so afraid of Trump's speech?  Where is the 

American spirit? 

 

When the truth is revealed, human beings will see the truth clearly and suddenly realize it. It 

turns out that aliens are not human beings, they are really monsters. This is the monster at work. 

 

It is not Americans who give up democracy and freedom but monsters who control America and 

mankind. 

 

This is a conspiracy, ideological aggression, an act of war, a lie, a hoax. 

 

The following are my views on censorship of speech, and the design and ideas of freedom of 

speech in the future society. 

 

I believe that in the future human society, everyone can freely express their opinions and 

participate in the democratic management of the country. Using the highly developed 5G and 6G 

network construction, everyone and everything can be connected by the network. 

 

I think in the future world network construction should be divided into real-name speech and 

anonymous speech 

 

1), real-name speech area 

 

In this block, any speech made by all citizens or units is not allowed to be deleted at will. If it is 

necessary to delete the speech made by the real-name people, it must go through the 

procedures of investigation, evidence collection, debate, and trial, and a set of standards 

program are needed. 

 

For example, if someone reports something or a case, if another one wants to delete this post, it 

must go through investigation and evidence collection by the public security unit, and upload all 

the evidence and investigation results to this post, so that all netizens can see the investigation 

process and results, and then discuss whether it is a false report. If a judicial institution judges 

false and harmful information according to the uploaded evidence and information, it can be 

archived and deleted. 

 

Only in this way can people's freedom of speech and human rights be truly guaranteed. More is 
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to protect the voice of the weak and the right of fairness and justice. This can let all people know 

what happened, how to condemn evil deeds, and how to help those who really need help. This 

can prevent the wicked people dare not running amok and harming the people. 

 

What wicked people and demons fear most is under sunshine. In fact, the network can make 

everything under the sunshine and expose everything. Therefore, the network is the best and 

most effective tool and place for the weak to protect their rights. 

 

2), anonymous network speech area 

 

According to the needs of administrators and moderators, posts in this area can be deleted 

arbitrarily. Because this is a place for free discussion, and there is no need to take too much 

responsibility for your own speech. So the administrator can delete and modify arbitrarily. 

 

Freedom of speech is the power for people to communicate with others and protect their own 

benefit. 

 

Therefore, communication between people is the fundamental condition for harmonious 

development and the common prosperity of human beings. 

 

Communication between people is the basic condition for human beings to rebuild heaven and 

return to heaven. Only when human beings have established barrier-free communication 

channels with each other, it means that human beings can quickly resolve human contradictions, 

and human beings can truly unite, help each other and love each other, and realize fairness and 

justice. And the devil will have no space for survival. 
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11. The Understanding Method of “The Protocols of the Elders of 

Zion ”and the Rationality of “Violence must be met by violence” 

 

I think “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion ” is a guidebook for the Reptilians, aliens gave their 

agents, Freemasons, to rule the human beings of the third dimension of civilization. Teach 

Freemasons how to control the world. such as: 

 

By controlling finance, Media, ideological education, Use materialism and material pursuit to 

eliminate religion, Economic war, conquer the world, Make war, Control speech, inculcate 

obedience, Debt trap, Create financial crisis and economic recession, make fear to achieve the 

purpose of government regulation, Abuse of power, Brainwashing, rewriting history, Must be 

cruel and ruthless, Human beings are livestock, Set up secret societies, Brutal repression of the 

people, Blinding laborers, Disunite the people, Destroy the free media, Control channels of 

communication, they appoint presidents, they aim for world power, create world wars, 

monopolize capital, lead the masses with lies, destroy God, support communism, poverty is their 

weapon, economic wars, end freedom, politics are immoral, and the best way to rule them is 

through violence and intimidation, not academic discussion 

 

It is generally believed that this is evidence that evil aliens, Reptilians, and Freemasonry are 

anti-human. That's right. 

 

But look at this from another angle, Reptilians, aliens, freemasons, and the book The Protocols of 

the Elders of Zion is also right. 

 

Because from the perspective of cosmic civilization, human beings are very evil, dirty, and ugly. 

Reptilians are helping human beings maintain order and give human beings development and 

civilization. 

 

Reptilians alien is Asura, in fact, Asura is also a kind of god, but they use violence to meet 

violence. Treat cruelty with cruelty. 

 

If people see the aliens, the Reptilians, and the Freemasonry against humans from the text of 

"The Protocols of the Elders of Zion". Treat humans as animals, then hate the Lizardmen and 

Freemasonry. 

 

That shows the superficiality, idealism and irrationality of human beings. Reptilians are cruel to 

humans, but this is what humans deserve. 

 

Looking at this matter from different levels of consciousness and civilization, the conclusion is 

different, just as the breeder manages a crocodile farm and the teacher manages a group of 

students in different ways. When human beings are barbaric, ignorant, and unawakened, we 

need to treat human beings in the same way as crocodiles. 
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2020 years ago, God sent Jesus to preach to mankind, mankind crucified Jesus. It's like God sent 

Jesus to preach to the crocodile, and the crocodile killed Jesus. 

 

Then God sent another breeder to manage the crocodile. That is the reptilians, the Freemasons, 

and the Illuminati. Their purpose is to control violence with violence and to manage humans in 

the way of crocodile feeding. 

 

But the good news is that human civilization has made great progress in recent years. Aliens, 

Reptilians, Freemasons, and Illuminati have succeeded in their work, and human wealth, science 

and technology, civilization, culture, and social management have made great progress. 

 

If human beings can awaken at this time, human beings can raise the dimension, raise the level of 

civilization and get the approval of God. 

 

If humans can solve all the accusations against humans in my book, humans can ascend 

dimensions. otherwise, everything goes on. 

 

The most obvious evidence of human unawakening is the tolerance and disregard for these evil 

things: 

 

1. The CCP creates and spreads viruses. Too many human beings are defending and covering up 

for the Chinese Communist Party and deceiving the people. 

 

2. The Chinese Communist Party created large-scale financial fraud and invested the money in 

the Belt and Road Initiative. 

 

3. The Chinese Communist Party harvest human organs alive on a large scale and invented the 

brain death machine. 

 

4. The deep state of the United States mutilates children in large quantities, extracts 

adrenochrome, and rejuvenates themself. 

 

5. The obvious fraud in the US 2020 election. 

 

In the eyes of cosmic civilization and God, all of these are extremely sinful and unforgivable 

 

If human beings ignore all of this. Then this shows that the degree of human civilization has not 

reached the standard of upgrading. You need to continue to practice in the third dimension. 

Because this is not in line with God's standard of behavior, but in line with the standard of the 

third dimension. This is mankind's choice and mankind's destiny, so God will not interfere in 

these things. 

 

If mankind can awaken and bravely correct all of this and eliminate the CCP and the deep 
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government, then mankind and I can discuss how to enter a higher level of civilization. 

 

My suggestion is to use the Internet and high-tech to make all human information published on 

the Internet, solve all mankind's contradictions, and improve the level of mankind's soul. 
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Part 2 

The 2020 election in the United States is a war between 

mankind and aliens 
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1. Overview 

 

According to the performance of Trump and Biden before the US election in 2020, I preliminarily 

judge that Biden can't win, and Trump will successfully win and be elected president of the 

United States. Because I don't think Biden can compete with Trump 

 

After the Biden curve appeared on November 3, I started to pay attention to the US elections. 

 

If you are a rational person, a knowledgeable person,  a common sense person will see cheating 

from the Biden curve. But in the end, Biden was elected president of the United States. 

 

Based on my observations, I conclude that the 2020 U.S. election is a war between aliens and 

mankind. 

 

Evil Aliens control education, money, politicians, media and movie stars,Big tech all over the 

world through Freemasonry Illuminati and Satanism. Trump has always claimed to clean up the 

crocodiles in the Washington swamp, that is, to clean up the Deep State, that is, the American 

government and the American people controlled by Reptilians through Freemasonry Illuminati, 

Satanism. 

 

In the United States, the people hope to defeat evil aliens and Reptilians through legal elections. 

Because Reptilians have acquired the appearance of human beings through genetic technology, 

ordinary human beings will only think that they are normal Americans when they see them, and 

will not doubt their true identity. 

 

But in fact, their souls and the internal structure of their bodies can prove that they are not 

human beings. 

 

it is said on the Internet that the American government and a large proportion of all decent 

workers are actually not human beings. If possible, a simple physical examination can detect that 

their body structure does not belong to human beings. 

 

The primitive impulses and instinctive needs of Reptilians's hybrids are different from those of 

human beings. Simply put, there is no innate desire to eat human flesh and drink human blood in 

human primitive impulses, but Reptilians and hybrids are innate with this desire. This is 

determined by their genes. 

 

From this point of view, the American 2020 election is a war between human beings and evil 

aliens, Reptilians and alien proxies. 

 

It is gratifying that for a long time there have been a group of patriots in the United States who 

have been trying to resist the rule of Reptilians and evil aliens over the United States and the 

slavery of people all over the world. 
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Trump is their representative, and they support Trump as president in the hope of overturning 

the rule of Reptilians through legal procedures 

 

I hope all Americans, all mankind, can wake up. Human beings need a revolution against the rule 

and slavery of human society by Reptilians and evil aliens. 

 

For people with common sense, Biden Curve is the evidence of coup and fraud in the 2020 US 

election. This one is enough, and other evidences are only to help people find out the facts. 

 

And why can Biden and the people behind them win the election with such obvious evidence? 

 

Because they are evil aliens, they don't belong to human beings. Aliens have the ability and 

wisdom beyond human beings. They have been active on the earth for thousands of years. They 

have controlled almost all the resources on the earth, such as finance, education, politics, media 

and oil. 

 

They can let lies all over the world, and let no one hear the truth. 

 

Only aliens can do this, and they are not one person, but a huge organization. The Biden Curve is 

not a shame for Americans, but a shame for all mankind. This shows that evil aliens and demons 

have completely ruled human beings, and they can do whatever they want. 

 

The recognition of the Biden curve by humans is the recognition of the rule of the devil, that is, 

the surrender of humans to the devil, that is, humans embrace the devil and give up truth and 

God. 

 

I hope all mankind can wake up. 
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2. It is said that the Democratic Party has 19 ways of election fraud 

 

1. One person votes multiple times. 

 

2. Dead people vote for Biden. 

 

3. Dump Trump's ballot into the dustbin or in the wild. 

 

4. Non-US citizens vote. 

 

5. Deliberately let the votes for Trump be filled in with marker pen and become invalid votes. 

 

6. The teller changes the ticket. 

 

7. Stealing and destroying votes for Trump. 

 

8. Stamp expired ballots with the election day postmark. 

 

9. Refuse the admission supervision of Republican scrutineers 

 

10. Covering windows with wooden boards for counting tickets in black houses. 

 

11. Use the counting software to turn Trump tickets into Biden tickets. 

 

12. They count the tickets that have already been counted as new tickets and repeat the count. 

 

13. Trump's votes are thrown away. 

 

14. Threatening that the elderly living in nursing homes must choose Biden, otherwise they will 

not be given food. 

 

15. After the votes are counted, add a 0 to Biden's votes, which increases Biden's votes by 10 

times. 

 

16. SF Express fake votes are sent directly to the counting site in the early morning. 

 

When some citizen went to vote, they were told that they had already voted 

 

18. Do not cancel the votes of citizens who have moved away and vote for Biden 

 

19. The Pennsylvania High Court unconstitutionally extended three days to accept votes. 

 

Comments: 
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Among them, using software to change tickets directly is the most effective, and it is fraudulent 

on a large scale. 

 

Threatening the elderly in nursing homes without food is a direct death threat, which is 

extremely evil. It's not illegal, it's demonic. 
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3. Sidney Katherine Powell said that U.S. election cheating at least 7 

million votes tampered with, roughly 3 million dead people cast ballots 

 

According  to the seized server, at least 7 million votes were cheated and tampered with in the 

US election, and about 3 million dead people voted, and the data was transmitted to the  

enemies of the United States, such as Iran, China and Syria. 

 

And the CIA is involved, and Department of Justice, the National Security Agency, the Department 

of Homeland Security and the FBI ignore or acquiesce in such incidents. 

 

And because Trump won too many votes, which exceeded the initial setting value of the cheating 

system, they had to shut down the system for several hours, enter false data, and then restart the 

system. That's where the Biden curve came from. 

 

According to common sense, a week before the vote, after the hard drive incident broke out in 

the Biden family, I thought Biden would never win because it was treason, cooperating with 

senior Chinese agents and taking a lot of bribes. American voters will not vote for traitors. So 

Biden will never win. 

 

However, the news reported that the election system was shut down for 3 hours, and Biden 

suddenly won a lot of votes after restarting, resulting in the "Biden Curve". I think that this was 

artificial manipulation and fraud. 

 

Because I am a scientist, according to the probability, voters in the same area have roughly the 

same voting ratio for two candidate. that is, how many people voted for Trump and how many 

people voted for Biden. This probability is basically unchanged, or because of some factors, it 

changes slowly. 

 

However after suspending for a few hours, Biden suddenly surged a lot of votes that could 

change the election results, and a sudden upward curve appeared on the chart, which showed 

that it was artificial manipulation and fraud. 

 

Because it's something science can't explain. There is no other explanation except falsification. 

 

From the moment I saw this curve, I concluded that someone had faked and stolen the election 

on a large scale. 

 

Then what should do next is to find evidence. It is said that Trump has found a lot of evidence 

 

Those involved in counterfeiting also collude with the extreme enemies of the United States, 

which is large-scale treason. 
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From this incident, we can see the evil of human beings. Those who master resources never want 

to use the resources and technology to create fairness and justice, and how to make high 

technology benefit mankind. 

 

But  Use high-tech  to do some despicable things to achieve their goals, to defend their own 

interests, 

 

The whole human race is like this. 

 

This is the same principle as the Chinese government creates viruses, spreads viruses, deceiving 

the world, and using TCM and antidote to control the world. It  is no difference. 

 

It's just that you do different things in different fields, but the essence of things is the same. 

 

That's human evil. The evil of the soul. Human beings are destroying themselves. 
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4. Michael Thomas Flynn said Trump's votes exceeded the initial set 

value of the cheating system, and a large number of fake votes needed 

to be put in manually to guarantee Biden won more votes 

 

Flynn said eight points in a recent interview 

 

1) He said that the Trump team has a very clear path to victory, and it is 100% victory 

 

2) This election is the result of computer cheating and fake votes. The reason why several swing 

States stopped counting votes on November 3 was that they found that computer cheating could 

not win Trump, so they urgently filled fake votes; 

 

3) There is a lot of evidence in hand now, Trump team want to go through legal procedures 

 

4) Social media censors Americans; 

 

5) The general said that "how dare you American company censor American people" 

 

6) Kraken system tracking shows that China and Iran are involved in the steal election 

 

7) The general said that he could not talk about the details of the German server now 

 

8) When the Biden Group comes to power, it is the end of America. For the benefit of future 

generations. he and American patriots will never allow this to happen. 
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5. It is not that China is interfering in the U.S. election, but the CCP red 

nobility is stealing the U.S. election 

 

Both American generals and American people think that China interfered in the 2020 election. 

 

There is evidence that fraudulent election ballots were printed in China, and Dominion is 75 

percent owned by The Chinese government. This is correct. 

 

But what I need the American people and people all over the world to know is that China is not 

socialism or communism, but red dignitary capitalism and reddignitary imperialism. 

 

Xi Jinping currently controls all power in China, and Xi Jinping controls almost all the military, 

police, judiciary and government agencies in China. All China's orders were issued by Xi Jinping, 

especially in recent years. In particular, such interference in stealing other countries' political 

power and elections,  must be issued by Xi Jinping and personally directed. 

 

If the United States retaliates against Xi Jinping's red dignitary capitalist regime and red dignitary 

imperialism by means of war, there is reasonable. 

 

Everyone needs to be responsible for their actions, no matter what your purpose is. 

 

1. Creating this virus, spreading the virus, concealing the truth, and using TCM antidote to 

blackmail other countries are a manifestation of Xi Jinping's red dignitary imperialism ambitions. 

 

2. Using Dominion voting machine to steal other countries'  president elections is another 

manifestation of Xi Jinping's red dignitary imperialism ambitions. 

 

3. Collect funds through P2P financial fraud and invest in the Belt and Road Initiative. It is used as 

a manifestation of Xi Jinping's red dignitary conquering the world and expanding its power to the 

world. 

 

4. The Chinese government invented the brain death machine and frantically harvesting the 

human organs alive  to make money. It also made financial preparations for Xi Jinping to 

conquer the whole world and suppress the people 

 

In a word, what I want to say is that CCP does not represent the Chinese people, CCP does not 

represent socialism, Xi Jinping andCCP is a traitor against humanity 
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6. The United States should declare a state of emergency, arrest 

fraudulent traitors 

 

A few days ago, after getting the server, General McInerney of the United States called on Trump 

to military control, investigate and judge the election fraud. I think this is correct. 

 

Large-scale collusion with China, Iran and Russia to change  votes, steal votes and fool people. 

obviously betraying the people, and betraying the nation. 

 

Stealing votes and modifying other countries' votes by technical in order to achieve their 

hegemony and ambition have gone beyond the normal scope, which is an act of war. 

 

National sovereignty has been seriously violated, and this is the time when soldiers need to take 

actions to defend the country and the people. 
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Part 3 

Wuhan virus is a biological weapon made by deep state 

in cooperation with the CCP 
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1. Overview 

 

As far as I know, Wuhan virus is part of the The Anglo-Saxon Mission, the purpose is evil aliens 

and freemasons to control human beings and reduce population. 

 

The deep state of the United States and evil aliens have been developing viruses that can reduce 

the population, which is known as the virus Gain-of-Function project . 

 

Due to the legal restrictions in the United States, the United States transferred this experiment to 

Wuhan Institute of virology CAS around 2014, and Fauci provided gene editing technology and 

funds. 

 

Due to accidental leakage or artificial release, the virus began to spread around October 2019, 

when the Military World Games were held. 

 

Because Xi Jinping's educational level is only primary school, except for stealing power and 

stealing the country, everything about governing the country is nonsense and ignorant. 

 

In December  2019, the local government reported the virus to Xi Jinping, who ordered Wuhan 

to conceal the epidemic and let the Civil aviation plane spread the virus to the whole world, 

causing the pandemic. 

 

Because Wuhan virus is a biological weapon made by evil aliens and deep state of the world in 

cooperation with the Chinese Communist Party, Used to reduce the population and control the 

earth, so after the virus broke out, evil aliens, deep state and Freemasons used all their resources 

to help the Chinese Communist Party conceal the origin of the virus and mislead people all over 

the world that the virus came from nature. 

 

Wuhan virus is a war between evil aliens and their agents and human beings. 

 

Only when the people on the earth know all the truth about what happened on the earth, then 

mankind is the master of the earth, otherwise human beings will always be slaves. 

 

My slogan is: All human beings have the right to know all the things happening on the earth. 

Mankind is the master of the earth. This is God's will. 
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2. Wuhan virus Report and Solution 

 

2020.8.19 

 

Part 1. 

Dr. Yan claims that Wuhan virus was created by the Chinese military and deliberately spread to 

the world. The Chinese government has created more virulent and terrifying virus. I believe this is 

credible. 

A. 

Judging from the performance of the Chinese government since the outbreak of the virus until 

the present, Dr. Yan’s statement is logical. 

 

1、 The Chinese government knows this virus very well, just like knowing the lines on its own 

hand. 

 

a) After the Chinese Ministry of Health official Wang Guangfa went to Wuhan on January 8, 2020, 

he declared that the virus was preventable and controllable. In fact, the Chinese government has 

indeed controlled and treated this virus effectively. There is basically no Wuhan virus in China. I 

live in Shanghai, and there is no virus here. People do not wear masks to go shopping. 

 

b) Chinese Ministry of Health official Wang Guangfa contracted Wuhan virus after he went to 

Wuhan on January 8, 2020, but was treated for one day and no longer had a fever. He knew 

exactly what medicine to use to treat this virus. 

 

c) Xi Jinping held a meeting on January 25, 2020, and declared the "Traditional Chinese medicine 

treatment plan" should be used to treat Wuhan virus. In the following two months or so, the 

Chinese government announced that they has basically eliminated the Wuhan virus disaster. Xi 

Jinping knew exactly what medicine can be used to treat Wuhan virus. They did not waste a 

second and eliminated the virus crisis in Wuhan at the first instance. 

 

2) The Chinese government’s efforts to conceal and blame other nations after the Wuhan virus 

outbreak show that Dr. Yan’s claim is logical. 

 

The Five Eyes alliance countries issued a report to point out that China has deliberately concealed 

the virus epidemic, spread the virus and blamed other nations. 

 

The report states: 

 

After the outbreak of the epidemic in Wuhan, the CCP concealed the epidemic and destroyed 

virus samples, "undermining international transparency", endangering countries around the 

world, and eventually leading to the spread of the epidemic, leading to the plague of the century. 

 

The CCP initially denied that the virus would spread from person to person, silenced and 
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"disappeared" doctors trying to warn of the epidemic, destroyed the evidence in the Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, disinfected the Wuhan seafood market without sampling and investigation, 

And refused to provide live samples to international vaccine experts. 

 

The CCP has improperly responded to the epidemic by denying that the virus is 

"person-to-person", The CCP and the World Health Organization have put pressure on the 

international community to prevent investigations into the source of the virus. 

 

According to my collection of Wuhan virus related news, I also believe that China has deliberately 

concealed the virus epidemic, spread the virus and blamed other nations. 

 

Such concealment and deliberate virus proliferation shows that Wuhan virus is a biological and 

chemical weapon made by the Chinese government. This is based on normal logical reasoning. I 

have not found any evidence yet. 

 

B. 

The Chinese government has committed a lot of extremely evil acts; and then concealed, covered 

up and denied everything. They adopted the "I am a thug and I fear no one" attitude for 

everything. 

 

1) China has long harvested live human organs from Falun Gong members and other people and 

sold them to wealthy people or high-ranking officials who are in need of organs for organ 

transplant operations. The attitude adopted by China at home and abroad is denial and 

concealment. 

 

2) The Chinese government has executed large-scale financial fraud in the country, causing 

hundreds of millions of people to lose trillions in assets. Their attitude towards the issue at home 

and abroad is to deny and conceal. I am one of the victims. 

 

3) The Chinese government has recently suppressed the protests in Hong Kong. thousands of 

people in Hong Kong were missing and some people were murdered by secret police come from 

the mainland, but the government declared that they were committed suicide. 

 

 

4）Because the international community has adopted a tolerant and concessionary attitude 

toward China’s atrocities and crimes. You gives the Chinese government license to do whatever 

they wants. 

This time they spread the virus to the world and adopted a consistent attitude of denial, 

concealment and covering up. 

Therefore, it is logical for Yan Limeng to claim that China has concealed the Wuhan virus 

epidemic and spread the virus to the world. This is their usual practice and protocol to dealing 

with all problems. 
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Part 2. 

China and Xi Jinping have the motivation to create and spread the virus. 

A. 

The Chinese government's large-scale live human organ harvesting is a crime against humanity. 

They are afraid of losing their power and being held liable, so they will never admit that they 

have made, leaked and spread the virus. They have the motivation to cover up the virus. 

 

B. 

The United States, Russia, China and other countries are all making viruses in laboratories. China 

is engaging in a biological weapons race with these nations. So this is not just a China problem. 

This is a worldwide problem. This problem involves the entire mankind and mankind is destroying 

itself. 

 

C. 

Since eliminating the SARS virus in 2003, China has discovered that traditional Chinese medicine 

can effectively treat people infected with coronavirus on a large scale. So China developed a 

specific coronavirus and used Chinese medicine as a weapon. The Chinese government is not 

afraid of the spread of the virus. 

D. 

Xi Jinping amended the Chinese Constitution in 2018, allowing him to serve as the President of 

China and the Chairman of the Military Commission for life. Xi Jinping now has all power in China; 

the army, the police, and the People's Armed Police. 。。 Xi Jinping is China's dictator and 

emperor. Moreover, Chinese officials called Xi Jinping the same as ancient eunuchs and ministers 

called their emperors: "Yi Zun" (your highness) and "Jin Shang" (your holiness). 

 

Xi Jinping used money from financial fraud to invest in the Belt and Road Initiative as his political 

achievement project. The financial fraud involves several trillions in RMB and hundreds of 

millions of victims. 

 

All policies in China are made by Xi Jinping alone. Especially all of the policies made since the 

Wuhan virus outbreak. 

 

So it is also Xi Jinping’s lone decision to spread the virus to the world, use Chinese medicine as a 

biological and chemical defense weapon and refuse to provide treatment to other countries. 

 

The Belt and Road Initiative is an act of power expansion worldwide and spreading the virus to 

the world is also an act of global expansion. 

 

So I think Xi Jinping has the motivation to spread the virus throughout the world. This is also the 

truth. It was his orders and decisions that caused the virus to spread to the world. China has an 

antidote, but Xi Jinping refused to share the Traditional Chinese Medicine antidote with the 

world. 
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E. 

Unrestricted Warfare is the motivation for the CCP to create a virus to launch a biological war 

 

"Unrestricted Warfare" was touted by the Chinese government as: "A contemporary Chinese 

masterpiece that has been translated, disseminated, and commented most widely abroad; a 

military book with the greatest influence in the world after "The Art of War". The Chinese Art of 

War must be read by the cadets of the West Point Military Academy in the United States." 

 

In fact, unrestricted warfare is a war theory that "does not emphasize military ethics, but only 

talks about winning or losing." It is the evil-fighting method of terrorists called "hiding under a 

woman's skirt and shooting behind a child" by the United States a few years ago. 

 

The ideological of modern Western civilization towards war is: pay attention to a gentleman's fair 

duel, treat prisoners of war humanitarian, use military targets as the target of the attack, and try 

to prevent accidental injury to civilians. 

 

Unrestricted warfare is a war method in which civilians are the target of attack. Just like this virus 

war, attacking civilians and destroying the economy is typical unrestricted warfare that the CCP is 

proud of. 

 

The war theory of unrestricted warfare provides a legal basis for the CCP to launch biological 

warfare. In addition, among countries capable of creating the Wuhan virus and launching 

biological warfare, the CCP is the only one that has no military morality, no bottom line, and 

civilians as its targets. unrestricted war as a regime of the will of the country. 

 

Therefore, the book "Unrestricted Warfare" and the theory of war are indirect evidence that the 

CCP created the Wuhan virus to launch a biological war. 

 

From the perspective of war theory and ideology, "Unrestricted Warfare" made the CCP the 

number one suspect in "creating the Wuhan virus and launching a biological war." Therefore, Yan 

Limeng's accusation that the Wuhan virus is the CCP's unrestricted warfare is logical. 

 

F. 

"The Unnatural Origin of SARS and New Species of Man-Made Viruses as Genetic Bioweapons" 

 

This book is a textbook by Yan Limeng accusing the CCP of developing biological weapons. 

From the perspective of scientists, the book describes what standards an ideal biological weapon 

needs to meet, how to deliver it most effectively, and what the death rate of civilians is if the 

virus is delivered in urban areas. , And declared: "The next world war will be carried out using 

biological weapons, and that the coronavirus is a "genetic weapon of the new era", 

which can be "transformed into a new human-to-human virus in a genetic engineering laboratory, 

and then weaponized in an unprecedented way And release". 

 

This book is regarded by Western countries as a self-confession and operation guide for the CCP 
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to manufacture and spread Wuhan virus biological weapons. this is correct. 

 

G. 

After escaping to the United States in 2017, Guo Wengui accused Xi Jinping and the Chinese 

Communist Party of signing and implementing the "13579 Plan" and held a press conference. 

Guo Wengui accused Xi Jinping and the Chinese Communist Party of attempting to conquer the 

world with the virus. Unfortunately, no one in the world believed what he said. 

 

Three years later, the Wuhan virus broke out all over the world and caused huge property losses. 

This fact proves that Guo Wengui's revelations in 2017 are true. This is convincing evidence that 

the CCP created the Wuhan virus and launched a biological war. 

 

H. 

In a secret speech in 2005, Chi Haotian made it clear: After learning about the Freemason’s 

"Fairmont Hotel Meeting Plan", Deng Xiaoping believed that China could not surpass the United 

States and the Soviet Union in conventional weapons and nuclear weapons. Therefore, China is 

required to develop biological weapons as a key weapon development direction. 

 

In addition, Guo Wengui accused Chi Haotian of being the military executor of China's biological 

weapons and the planner of the "13579 Plan". 

 

Chi Haotian’s 2005 report is evidence that the CCP’s production of biological weapons to launch 

biological warfare is a strategic decision by the CCP’s top leadership without the authorization of 

the Chinese people. 

 

I. 

The paper published by Shi Zhengli in the scientific journal proves that Shi Zhengli's research 

results and main work are to transform the virus transmitted between animals into the virus 

transmitted from human to human. 

 

There are countless deadly viruses in nature, but most of them cannot infect humans and spread 

from person to person. Because the virus can only penetrate human cells if they have specific 

genes. 

 

Shi Zhengli's research result is to change the ACE2 protein of viruses through genetic engineering 

so that all viruses can carry specific genes and enter human cells. Let the deadly virus spread 

from person to person. 

 

Shi Zhengli’s scientific paper is evidence that the CCP has manufactured anti-human biological 

weapons in the Wuhan laboratory. 

 

  

 

Part 3. 
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China has the Antidote 

A. 

The Qingfei Paidu (Lung Clearing Detox) decoction invented by Tong Xiaolin is a special 

coronavirus medicine that can cure mild patients in about a week. China has cured 50,000 

patients in Wuhan very quickly using this traditional Chinese medicine. 

 

In addition, the Chinese government has launched a large-scale propaganda in China to appease 

the people. 

 

Video 1: The Lung Clearing Detox decoction developed by academician Tong Xiaolin was used to 

clinically treat 50,000 patients in Wuhan. 

https://youtu.be/ds6u-vq8ceU 

 

Video 2: The Chinese government announced that Lung Clearing Detox decoction is the special 

medicine for Wuhan virus treatment. 

https://youtu.be/4HpUEjGxkU0 

 

Video 3: CCTV interviews academician Zhang Boli about combating the virus in Wuhan. 

https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM 

 

Tong Xiaolin invented the Lung Clearing Detox decoction remedy 

 

麻黄 9g、炙甘草 6g、杏仁 9g、生石膏 15~ 30g (先煎)、桂枝 9g 、泽泻 9g 、猪苓 9g、白术

9g、茯苓 15g、柴胡 16g、 黄芩 6g 、姜半夏 9g、生姜 9g、紫菀 9g 、冬花 9g、 射干 9g、

细辛 6g、山药 12g、枳实 6g 、陈皮 6g、藿香 9g。 

 

Ephedra 9g, roasted licorice 6g, almonds 9g, gypsum 15~30g (fried), cassia twig 9g, alisma 

plantago-aquatica 9g, polyporus umbellatus 9g, atractylodes macrocephala 9g, atractylodes 

macrocephala koidz 15g, bupleurum chinese DC 16g, scutellaria baicalensis georgi 6g , rhizoma 

pinelliae 9g, fresh ginger 9g, aster tataricus 9g, flos farfarae 9g, belamcanda chinese (L.) DC. 9G, 

asarum sieboldii 6g, dioscorea polystachya 12g, immature trifoliate orange 6g, sun-dried 

tangerine peel 6g, agastache rugosa 9g. 

 

B. 

Taiwanese Chinese medicine experts have also made similar prescriptions and confirmed that 

Chinese medicine can eliminate Wuhan virus in patients within a week. 

 

Therefore, Taiwan has become the most successful region to defend against Wuhan virus. That is 

why. You can also go to Taiwan to buy Chinese medicine and Lung Clearing Detox decoction. 

 

https://www.setn.com/News.aspx?NewsID=741035 

 

Part 4. 

How to defeat the Wuhan virus 

https://youtu.be/ds6u-vq8ceU
https://youtu.be/4HpUEjGxkU0
https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM
https://www.setn.com/News.aspx?NewsID=741035
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People will never be able to solve the problem if they don't face it. What the CCP fears most is 

that the Chinese people and people all over the world investigate and discuss the virus, because 

the CCP does not want people to know the truth about the virus, nor does it want people to find 

a solution to the problem. Because the CCP itself is the root cause of all crimes and viruses. 

 

I think that when the Chinese people and the people all over the world put all the problems I 

raised on the table and discuss them clearly, the virus problem will be easily solved. 

 

What I say is not necessarily the truth, but if you dig along what I say, you will surely find the 

truth. 

 

Spreading the truth about the Wuhan virus all over the world can solve all problems about the 

Wuhan virus. 

 

If all countries and people in the world know the truth about Wuhan virus, the people of the 

world, including China, will gain the solution to this problem. If the people worldwide are united, 

we will have sufficient strength and wisdom to defeat the Wuhan virus. 
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3. Yan Limeng’s second report claims that the Chinese 

government had planned to create the virus, release it, 

blame the virus on others and launch unrestricted 

warfare worldwide. 
 

After reading Yan Limeng’s second virus report, I felt that she looked at the COVID-19 (Wuhan 

virus) incident from a scientific perspective. Ms. Yan believes that this is premeditated virus 

warfare developed and launched by the Chinese government against the world a few years ago or 

even earlier. 

 

Yan Limeng indicated that the Chinese government has been collecting all kinds of deadly viruses 

for many years, and constantly studying how to transform viruses transmitted between animals 

into those transmitted between people. Shi Zhengli's paper published earlier indicated that by 

adjusting the ACE2 protein of the virus transmitted between animals, the virus can be 

transformed to transmit between people. 

 

This feat can be accomplished in six months. 

 

Yan Limeng believes that not only did the Chinese government create this virus; it has also 

deliberately, decidedly, and purposefully conspired to release the virus to attack the world. The 

Chinese government has also done a lot of planning and preparation work in the scientific 

community before the virus is released and in order to deflect the world’s suspicion. 

 

1. The Chinese government has spread numerous false news and scientific reports before the 

virus broke out. When the Chinese government deliberately released the virus, it used false news 

and scientific reports to tell the world that the virus came from nature. 

 

2. The Chinese government has bribed scientists worldwide to mislead the world that the virus 

came from nature. 

 

3. The Chinese government has bribed scientific institutions worldwide to only publish papers 

that claim the virus came from nature and suppressed papers from scientists believing that the 

virus came from a laboratory. 

 

4. The Chinese military has published "Unrestricted Warfare" in 1999. The book depicts warfare 

methods that cross the bottom line of human moral standards. The Chinese government and its 

soldiers will adopt any warfare method that normal people cannot even begin to imagine. The 

process includes planning the warfare, creating a virus, spreading the virus, publishing fake 

papers to claim that the virus came from nature, 
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5. China has discovered as early as 2003 that Traditional Chinese medicine can remedy the 

coronavirus disaster in Large-scale and it’s very cheap. Because only China no other country 

understands Traditional Chinese medicine. So they specifically developed this virus as a weapon. 

The virus can be used to attack other countries and China has the Traditional Chinese medicine 

antidote to this virus. 

Traditional Chinese medicine antidote prompted the Chinese government to develop the virus 

and use the virus as a weapon that enables China's dignitaries to rule the world rather than a 

suicidal act that destroys the world and itself. 

So I think the key to eliminating the Wuhan virus is Traditional Chinese medicine. 

 

These phenomena show that the Chinese government premeditated very early and prepared for 

a long time to deliberately spread the virus in order to launch biochemical warfare and surprise 

attacks globally. This is what Yan Limeng believes and I think her views are credible. 

 

I also believe that Chinese dignitaries intend to use Traditional Chinese medicine as a weapon to 

subjugate the world. Xi Jinping's authorities have provided certain Traditional Chinese medicine 

treatments to his allies, or The Belt and Road Initiative countries. Xi Jinping refused to provide the 

Traditional Chinese medicine antidote to countries that do not side with him. 

 

Traditional Chinese medicine is a gift from God to the ancient Chinese people. Other countries do 

not recognize this gift. This is the fundamental reason why the devil can carry out its evil plans. 

 

The key to eliminating the Wuhan virus is for the whole world to recognize the essence of the 

virus. Yan Limeng is the messenger from God to show us the essence of the virus. We must also 

believe in God and that Traditional Chinese medicine is a gift from God to all over the world. Then 

you can quickly be saved. 
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4. Chinese people's Statement about Wuhan virus 

   

2021.11.12 

 

1. According to the facts reported in the news, The facts I have seen, the performance of the CCP, 

and the results of comprehensive analysis, I think that the Chinese Communist Party cooperated 

with some international organizations to create the Wuhan virus, leaked or deliberately released 

the virus, and the CCP deliberately spread the virus to the whole world, deliberately covering up 

the facts by the various way, and using detoxification method as a weapon to achieve certain 

political goals. 

 

2、The Chinese Communist Party does not represent all Chinese people. They launched biological 

unrestricted warfare against the whole world. They are scum and traitors of the Chinese nation. 

They betrayed the Chinese people and the people all over the world. In order to safeguard the 

fundamental interests of the Chinese nation, the Chinese people must make a thorough break 

with the Chinese Communist Party. 

 

3. I hereby declare to the world on behalf of the Chinese people that the Chinese people will 

never deliberately create a virus, spread the virus to the world, and deliberately conceal the 

epidemic and harm other countries. 

 

4. Viruses are the common enemy of mankind. If China has an antidote, China will share it with 

other countries. 

 

5. The Chinese citizens are kind people. we hope to live on earth freely with equality and to 

prosper together with the rest of mankind worldwide. 

 

6. The Chinese people insist that the United Nations and Interpol thoroughly investigate the 

organizations or individuals who manufacture and spread viruses, and ask them to be sentenced 

and punished by all mankind. 

 

7. Any Chinese involved in the manufacture, release, and spread of coronavirus is the national 

scum of the Chinese nation and the public enemy of mankind, The Chinese people should 

immediately find out the Chinese who made viruses or conceal the truth to the world, then  

send them to the International Court of Justice for trial by all mankind. 

 

8. According to the current information, I think it is necessary to arrest Shi Zhengli, Chen Wei, Xi 

Jinping, Chi Haotian, Wang Yanyi, Jiang Mianheng, and Jiang Zhicheng immediately and conduct a 

comprehensive investigation. They are the most suspicious persons who make viruses. 

 

9. All those CCP who conceal the Wuhan virus from the international community should be 

regarded as accomplices in murdering 5 million victims of the Wuhan virus worldwide. To be 

sentenced by an international court. 
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10. As for the Wuhan virus incident, the Chinese people must give an explanation to the whole 

world, so as to completely disentangle the Chinese people from the Wuhan virus. Only in this way 

can we save the Chinese nation, and the Chinese nation can once again integrate into the world 

family. 
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5. Why from the very beginning I suspected that the Wuhan virus was 

the CCP’s biological and chemical weapons 

 

When I first saw the Chinese government’s performance against the virus, I thought they had a 

great conspiracy 

 

Because the Wuhan virus comes from nature or a biological and chemical weapon made by the 

CCP, the behavior of the Chinese government is different. 

 

Just like the behavior and physical characteristics of men and women are different 

 

A. 

 

If this virus comes from nature 

 

Because Xi Jinping held a Politburo meeting on January 25, Xi Jinping asked China to use Chinese 

medicine to treat all Wuhan virus patients nationwide, and the Chinese government basically 

disbanded the shelter hospital in March, announcing that the epidemic was basically eliminated. 

 

In fact, according to my personal experience, the new cases in Shanghai, China's largest city, have 

basically been imported virus carriers since March, and there are basically no new cases in 

Shanghai local. 

 

All the communities in Shanghai have basically lifted martial law. People can gradually move in 

and out of living communities freely, and people are not obliged to wear masks when they walk 

on the street. 

 

Facts have proved that the traditional Chinese medicine Qingfei Paidu Decoction is indeed an 

antidote. It can get rid of the virus in a week for mild patients. 

 

If Xi Jinping and the CCP are good people, not the devil, and this virus comes from nature. When 

China has an antidote and the world falls into the disaster of the virus. According to the logic of 

good people and traditional Chinese culture, China should help other countries. 

 

This can promote traditional Chinese culture because traditional Chinese medicine is also a 

traditional Chinese culture. The purpose of the CCP opening Confucius Institutes around the 

world is to expand traditional Chinese culture. 

 

China should help other countries and gain bargaining chips in trade negotiations. If Xi Jinping 

helps the United States to overcome the disaster of the Wuhan virus, Trump will not embarrass 

China on trade issues. 
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This is the logic of good people. 

 

B. 

 

If the virus is a biological and chemical weapon made by the CCP. 

All the performance is the current performance of the CCP. 

 

Holding viruses and Chinese medicine as weapons in an attempt to conquer the world. Those 

who follow me prosper, those who oppose me perish. 

 

1、Moreover, China had a history of using the Black Death as a biological and chemical weapon to 

conquer Europe and Asia. 

 

When the Mongolian army attacked Kaffa in 1346, they used stone-throwers to throw the bodies 

of the Black Death patients into Kaffa. Soon the city was captured by the black death. 

 

"Normal people dead one by one, and the death toll soon exceeded that of the living. The 

government used wooden poles to push the corpses that had nowhere to be buried into the sea 

nearby, and the port was soon abandoned." 

 

Some people brought the Black Death bacteria to other places in Europe. This is the European 

Black Death plague in history. The death toll reached 25 million (nearly half of the total 

population of Europe at that time). This was one of the plagues with the highest number of 

deaths in human history 

 

2、Moreover, in Chinese martial arts novels, sometimes poison is used to dominate the martial 

arts world, which is a frequent plot. 

 

Therefore, Chinese traditional culture and history have genes for using viruses to dominate the 

world. Although this is not politically correct in China, Chinese history and culture is that "the 

winner is the king, and the loser is the bandit." This is a normal thing. 

 

3、Because usually, those who make and use poisons must prepare an antidote for themselves, 

otherwise the virus will harm themself. 

 

And the Chinese government fits this feature. They have an antidote, and this antidote was 

prepared by the Chinese government before the Wuhan virus broke out or before the Chinese 

government released the virus. 

 

Xi Jinping's major is chemistry, not medicine, not even Chinese medicine, nor biology. How did he 

know to use Chinese medicine to eliminate the Wuhan virus in Wuhan? 

 

And this antidote was very effective, and no mistakes occurred. This only shows that Xi Jinping 

knew that this Chinese medicine was an antidote before the virus broke out. 
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And Xi Jinping used the antidote to blackmail other countries as a weapon and tool to conquer 

other countries. This is even more proof that the Chinese Communist Party has produced le virus. 

This is in line with the logic and characteristics of it is the CCP who created this virus. 

 

4、In particular, the characteristics of the US election this time show that the CCP is producing 

virus, using virus, and spreading the virus. 

 

The CCP is cooperating with the U.S. Democratic Party and the media to eliminate Trump, and 

their strategy is also the virus. The CCP does not give the antidote to President Trump, and the 

left media are dedicated to attacking President Trump's ineffective epidemic prevention. 

 

At the same time, the CCP acquired the Domenico voting machine, hoping to oust Trump, who 

did not cooperate with Xi Jinping. 

 

The CCP hopes that Biden will be the President of the United States because they have bribed the 

Biden family for many years. 

 

Biden's campaign slogan is: "He can eliminate the disaster of the virus" because the CCP will give 

Biden an antidote, but not Trump. 

 

This even shows that Xi Jinping is using antidote and virus as weapons to conquer the United 

States. 

 

5、It can be seen from Chi Haotian's speech that the CCP has planned to use the virus to conquer 

the United States and become the world's hegemon since Deng Xiaoping. 

 

In the Xi Jinping era, this plan was specifically implemented. Xi Jinping was ready to conquer the 

United States within 15 years, so he created the Wuhan virus and launched a biological war. 

 

The above are just logical judgments, I believe smart people should be able to understand. 

 

Coupled with Yan Limeng’s academic revelations, my judgment has been confirmed from an 

academic perspective—this virus is the CCP’s biochemical weapon, and Xi Jinping wants to use it 

to conquer the world. 
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6. Opposing hydroxychloroquine is also part of the CCP's attempt to use 

the virus to conquer the United States 

 

NTDTV's interview with Simone Gold, MD 

https://youtu.be/Zc9fFKbO_PI 

 

After the outbreak of the Wuhan virus in the United States, some clinicians in the United States 

discovered that the combination therapy of hydroxychloroquine, zinc, vitamin C, and vitamin D 

can effectively treat patients with Wuhan virus. It can cure mild patients within a few days. 

 

And this treatment was recommended by President Trump, and he personally tried to verify its 

safety 

 

Trump has done his best to do what he should do. 

 

After this election, it now appears that the banning of hydroxychloroquine by the US media and 

medical institutions is also part of the coup against Trump, as well as part of the CCP's conspiracy 

to drive away Trump who is not cooperating with Xi Jinping. 

 

Because the US government, media, and medical institutions have been infiltrated and bribed by 

the CCP on a large scale. 

 

The American media and medical institutions are serving the CCP, not the United States. Even 

with a large number of facts in front of them, hydroxychloroquine has been proven by a large 

number of clinicians to be an effective medicine for the treatment of Wuhan virus. The medical 

institution still vetoed it, the purpose is to drive Trump away. 

 

They disregarded the lives of the American people and caused the death of a large number of 

patients to create facts for the media to attack Trump's failure to deal with the epidemic. 

 

They think that To block hydroxychloroquine is to block Trump, a conspiracy of the media and 

medical institutions manipulated by the CCP. 

 

In fact, even though hydroxychloroquine is not the best medicine for treating Wuhan virus, it is 

also a better medicine for treating Wuhan virus, and the CCP itself is also using 

hydroxychloroquine to treat Wuhan virus on a large scale. 

 

However, the evil CCP also blocked this road for Americans deliberately, causing Americans to 

attack their own people. They hope that the death toll of Americans will drive Trump away and 

help the CCP conquer the United States. This is extremely evil and vicious. 

 

If Americans can realize this, you can truly overcome the disaster of the Wuhan virus. Otherwise, 

https://youtu.be/Zc9fFKbO_PI
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no matter how hard you try, it is useless, because you are killing yourself. 

 

I have talked a lot about the treatment of Wuhan virus before. 

 

Under the current circumstances, if the antidote of Qingfei Paidu Decoction cannot be obtained 

from China, I think the effect of hydroxychloroquine cocktail therapy should be similar. 

I estimate that hydroxychloroquine combination therapy can achieve more than 60% of the 

therapeutic effect of the Chinese antidote. 

 

Hydroxychloroquine combination therapy is also a traditional Chinese medicine treatment 

method, which I explained in a previous article. 

Now, this treatment plan cannot pass the verification and approval by Western medicine. 

This is also a weakness of Western countries recognized by the CCP, and this is also the 

fundamental reason why the CCP launched this virus war. 

 

Because Westerners do not understand how to use traditional Chinese medicine and reject 

Chinese medicine. because it is cheap and efficient. so the medical system will not make much 

money for this. 

 

You should put aside your prejudices and selfish interests for the time being, and consider for the 

survival of your nation. You want to use the medical system to make money, or do you want the 

medical system to save lives and save your nation? 

 

In order to save lives, I suggest that first, we can immediately establish a pilot project of mobile 

cabin hospitals that can accommodate thousands of people, 

 

gather volunteers with mild patients who have tested positive to the mobile cabin hospitals， and 

give patients free hydroxychloroquine cocktail therapy Pilot, and inform the people of the 

therapeutic effect of "hydroxychloroquine cocktail therapy" in real-time through the Internet and 

the media. 

 

Let the facts defeat the medical bureaucrats and fake news media bribed by the CCP. 

After the treatment effect is verified and recognized by the people, it can be gradually promoted 

nationwide. 

In this way, the United States and the world can gradually solve the disaster of the Wuhan virus. 

 

The effect of the newly developed vaccine needs to be observed, because this virus is a 

combination of AIDS and SARS, and we know that there is no vaccine for AIDS. So I don't have 

much hope for the vaccine. 

 

Yan Limeng also said that this virus vaccine is ineffective. Because the CCP will continue to create 

new variant viruses and new types of viruses, and spread them, making your vaccines ineffective. 
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7. The relationship between Deng Xiaoping and Wuhan virus 

 

A few days ago, the media exposed "THE LONGER TELEGRAM--Toward a new American China 

strategy" of The Atlantic Council 

The content is to suggest that the US government should "replace Xi Jinping as the best way to 

solve China's problems" 

 

1、speech by Chi Haotian 

 

I think this can solve the problem temporarily, but we cannot solve the problem completely. 

Because according to a secret speech by Chi Haotian, the former Chinese Minister of Defense, in 

2005: "War is not far from us, it is the midwife of the Chinese century." 

 

China made the virus and used it to attack the United States and all over the world. It was Deng 

Xiaoping's strategy and decision. The Chinese military secretly performed research and 

development tasks. Xi Jinping and Jiang Zemin are just executors of Deng Xiaoping's policies. 

 

As a Chinese, everyone knows Deng Xiaoping's position in China. 

In the eyes of the Chinese people, Deng Xiaoping’s authority is the highest. Even more respected 

than Mao Zedong 

Because Mao Zedong made big, very obvious mistakes. But Deng Xiaoping did not, and Deng 

Xiaoping's international reputation is also very high. Deng Xiaoping is always the most popular to 

go anywhere in the world, especially the United States. 

 

Therefore, in China, Deng Xiaoping's decision cannot be easily overturned by the Chinese 

government. Especially issues related to the fundamental interests of the CCP，will not be 

questioned and overturned. 

 

If people all over the world don’t know where the Wuhan virus came from? You will never get rid 

of the Wuhan virus. There will be Wuhan No. 2 virus and Wuhan No. 3 virus  . . .  Wuhan No. n 

virus appeared all over the world in the future. 

 

Because this virus is Deng Xiaoping's business. It is the strategy and decision-making of Deng 

Xiaoping,  who is the highest authority of the Chinese Communist Party and an old friend of the 

American people. 

 

According to Chi Haotian’s report, “When Comrade Deng Xiaoping was still alive, the central 

government made the right decision: China will not develop an aircraft carrier battle group, but 

focuses on a powerful weapon to destroy the enemy’s population.” 

 

The Chinese all understand what this means. Chi Haotian could not say bluntly: "Deng Xiaoping 

ordered the development of viruses to poison the world." 

The CCP needs to describe the devil as an angel and use euphemisms to express this meaning. 
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Reading through the full text of Chi Haotian's speech, what he meant was: "The highest order 

issued by Deng Xiaoping to develop viruses and attack the United States and any enemy, and the 

Chinese military implemented this plan.” 

 

2、Plan 13579 

 

According to Guo Wengui’s revelation: Xi Jinping signed the top-secret document "Plan 13579", 

which was drafted by Chi Haotian. 

 

1. The main content is to implement from 2017 to create 1 virus weapon, 

3. Release the virus within 3 years to destroy the population and economy of the United States 

and all over the world, 

5. This virus weapon will continue to work in 5 years, 

7. Paralyzed the armies and economies of the 7 main hostile countries and plunged them into 

chaos, 

9. The CCP produced a vaccine within 9 months and used the vaccine and antidote to conquer 

the world 

 

And the CCP has implemented this plan. All the disasters that our world has experienced today 

are all written in this evil plan. 

The "13579 Plan" was drafted by Chi Haotian, the former Chinese Minister of Defense, and it 

further proved that Xi Jinping and Chi Haotian are implementing Deng Xiaoping's strategy and 

intentions. 

 

3、Jiang Mianheng and Wuhan virus 

 

In addition, the Wuhan Institute of Virology is Jiang Zemin’s sphere of influence, and Wuhan is 

also Jiang Zemin’s sphere of influence. 

According to reports: "The current director of Wuhan Institute of Virology is called Wang Yanyi, 

and her husband is called Shu Hongbing. Shu Hongbing is a loyal subordinate of Jiang Zemin's 

eldest son, Jiang Mianheng." 

 

In addition, Wuhan Mayor Zhou Xianwang accused Xi Jinping on the CCTV live broadcast on 

January 26, 2020: “It is not that I concealed the epidemic, but that the central government (Xi 

Jinping) did not authorize it.” It shows that Zhou Xianwang is not Xi Jinping’s loyal subordinate, 

but Jiang Zemin’s loyal subordinate. 

 

I think the Wuhan virus was created and released by Jiang Zemin's son Jiang Mianheng, and Xi 

Jinping concealed the epidemic in order to maintain his own position. Leading to the spread of 

the Wuhan virus to the world. 

 

Why did Jiang Zemin and his son create the virus and release it? Because this was Deng 

Xiaoping's decision and strategy, they agreed and implemented this plan. 
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Whether it is Xi Jinping, Jiang Zemin, and his son, or Deng Xiaoping, all in all, it is the CCP that 

created the virus and released it. 

 

Therefore, the US government intends to let Xi Jinping step down and let Jiang Zemin or others 

come to power. The Wuhan virus will never be resolved. 

 

Because the CCP is in the same group, they have the same ideas and they are all equally evil. If 

the CCP is not completely eliminated from China, the problem will never be solved. 

 

Bannon said Guo Wengui was a messenger 

https://youtu.be/kMLX3nM-MWg 

 

 

 

  

 

  

https://youtu.be/kMLX3nM-MWg
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8. Why did the CCP create and release the Wuhan virus? Because of 

SARS 

 

Recently, many Western media have reported on the book "The Unnatural Origin of SARS and 

New Species of Man-Made Viruses as Genetic Bioweapons" written by Xu Dezhong. 

 

According to Australian news and entertainment website News.com.au, the paper titled 'The 

Unnatural Origin of SARS and New Species of Man-Made Viruses as Genetic Bioweapons', 

predicted that the next World War would be fought with biological weapons and labeled SARS 

coronaviruses as a "new era of genetic weapons" that can be "artificially manipulated into an 

emerging humandisease virus, then weaponized and unleashed in a way never seen before". 

 

I think the author of this review looked at the problem one-sidedly or did not understand the 

author's intentions of the entire book at all. 

 

I have read this book, and I think the logic and writing intention of this book is like this: 

 

Because SARS is definitely not a virus produced in nature, but a biological weapon deliberately 

manufactured and released by other countries (China implies that it is the United States). Some 

virus powers have launched a virus war against the world, so China needs to respond accordingly 

to deal with this situation. 

 

Both the focus of Xu Dezhong's book and the title of the book emphasize that SARS is not a virus 

of natural origin, but a biological weapon. And Xu Dezhong deeply suspects that the H7N9 avian 

flu is also a biological weapon released by developed countries. 

 

In 2003, China was a very backward country. It had just experienced turbulence and did not 

possess the technology to manufacture biological weapons. On the contrary, the United States, 

Russia, the United Kingdom, Japan, and Germany have very advanced biotechnology. 

 

Because China and many other countries in the world have been attacked by biological weapons, 

and no one in the international community is tracking SARS, just like nothing happened, so Xu 

Dezhong believes that China needs to develop biological weapons and accept the challenges of 

World War III. 

 

  

 

According to the "13579 Plan" exposed by Guo Wengui, Xi Jinping signed an order in 2017 to 

create the Wuhan virus. 

 

Because according to Xu Dezhong’s view of this book, virus weapons cannot be traced to the 

source, just as SARS has not been able to find the source of the virus。 No one even raised this 
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question at all.  The 2001 American anthrax attack in the United States did not find the 

perpetrators until seven years later. 

 

Therefore, since the outbreak of the virus in Wuhan, the Chinese government has not admitted 

that China has made the virus, or that the virus was leaked from the laboratory, and has not 

cooperated with the investigation of the international community. 

 

Because the CCP, Xi Jinping, Chi Haotian, and Xu Dezhong believe that the international 

community can't find evidence. The international community has not found direct evidence so 

far. 

 

In China, Xu Dezhong and Shi Zhengli represent scientists who study viruses, Chi Haotian is the 

military representative who implements the virus plan, and Deng Xiaoping and Xi Jinping are the 

decision-makers and those who gave orders to the Wuhan virus. 

 

And according to reports, China has been cultivating China's brightest talents as virus researchers 

since the era of Deng Xiaoping. And the Chinese government attaches more importance to virus 

weapons than other weapons research. Because they believe that no matter how hard China 

works, China can't surpass the United States and Russia in conventional weapons and nuclear 

weapons. Therefore, they work hard on virus weapons in an attempt to surpass the United States 

in this regard. 

 

Now that the Wuhan virus has caused a major disaster in the world, we should condemn and 

punish China and Xi Jinping. 

 

But these things need to be clarified: 

 

1. It was other countries (China suspects the United States) that first developed and released 

SARS and avian flu. Xi Jinping and the Chinese government responded appropriately, and this is 

why the Wuhan virus was created. We can't just blame Xi Jinping and the CCP, but not the United 

States, SARS, and bird flu. This is unfair to China. 

 

2. Wuhan Virus Laboratory is a project funded by Anthony Stephen Fauci, the head of the US 

government's Department of Health. Fauci knew exactly what happened in the Wuhan Virus 

Laboratory. So the CCP, the US government, Xi Jinping, and Fauci are complicit. Need to be 

liquidated together. 

 

  

 

Why does Fauci support the CCP in creating the Wuhan virus? 

This is related to the "Fairmont Hotel Meeting" held in San Francisco, USA on September 27, 

1995. 

 

The meeting was attended by celebrities in the world, including Bill Gates. 
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The resolution of the meeting was: "Because the development of science and technology has 

made mankind a superfluous thing and a social burden, the elites on the earth decided to 

eliminate 80% of the population on the earth. It turns out that those so-called elites refer to 

Freemasonry, Illuminati, and Satanism. 

 

Freemasonry controls the deep states of the United States. Trump said that to drain the 

Washington swamp is to clear the control of the US government by Freemasonry. 

 

Fauci is a member of the Deep State, so he needs to complete the population reduction plan 

proposed by the Freemasonry, so he and Deep State support the CCP in creating the Wuhan 

virus. 

 

This is not a conspiracy theory, it was confirmed in Chi Haotian's secret conversation.  In his 

secret speech, Chi Haotian said that the reason Deng Xiaoping wanted to develop biological 

weapons was because of the resolution of the "Fairmont Hotel Meeting." 

 

Because Deng Xiaoping believed that imperialism (Freemasonry) wanted to wipe out 80% of the 

earth’s population and that China could not compete with the United States in terms of nuclear 

and conventional weapons, so they needed to develop biological weapons. 

 

Judging from the Wuhan virus disaster, the entire human race, whether Chinese or Western, is 

embracing the devil and betraying God. People can do anything evil for power and money, and 

hate each other. 

 

Humans need to learn how to live together, prosper together, help each other, and love each 

other. Otherwise, this kind of disaster will never stop, and human beings are self-destructing. 
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9. University of Tokyo professor tweeted that a virus leak occurred in 

China last October 

 

Osawa Shengping, the former associate professor at the University of Tokyo in Japan, recently 

tweeted: 

 

"Since October last year, it has been well known among the faculty and staff of the University of 

Tokyo that the virus leaked by Chinese research institutions has caused virus harm to the 

surrounding people, but it has issued an internal ban and was instructed not to disseminate 

information. If the University of Tokyo is not afraid of China, the outcome will be different, which 

is a pity." 

 

The so-called "new coronavirus prevention" exercise suddenly conducted in Wuhan on 

September 18th 2019  was very suspicious. 

 

The Chinese government tried their best to cover up the truth of the plague in Wuhan, as if they 

knew the real source of the virus for a long time. That's why they always lie and conceal the 

truth. 

 

The world-famous saying is, It takes one hundred lies to cover up one lie, which is true. 

 

If this virus is a naturally occurring virus. No matter how negligent and bureaucratic the Chinese 

government is in the beginning, it should let virus experts from all over the world go to Wuhan to 

investigate the virus, find the source of the virus and find a solution. 

 

Up to now, the Chinese government is afraid to let the World Health Organization go to Wuhan to 

investigate the source of the virus, and even more afraid to let American experts go to Wuhan to 

investigate the source of the virus. 

 

The Chinese government tried its best to cover up the virus. The Chinese government was 

extremely afraid that scientists from other countries in the world would go to Wuhan to 

investigate the truth, which only showed that they knew that the virus leaked from their virus 

laboratory. They don't want the world to know that the Chinese government is engaged in 

anti-human viruses and biological weapons, and has leaked the virus. 

 

The tweet of Osawa Shengping has proved this. 

 

According to American intelligence agencies, the abnormal phenomenon of searching for "cough" 

and "diarrhea" appeared in Wuhan in the summer of 2019. The parking volume of Wuhan 

Hospital began to increase rapidly in August 2019 and reached its peak in December 2019. 

 

The CCP also framed the Wuhan Military Games as the origin of the Wuhan virus, indicating that 
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the Wuhan virus began to spread before October 2019. 
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10. Trump is right on the issue of treating Wuhan Pandemic with 

hydroxychloroquine 

 

Wuhan pandemic has caused Serious damage all over the world, but there is no specific drug to 

treat the Wuhan Pandemic in western medical circles. Maybe western medical circles can't find 

effective medical for a long time, just like AIDS . 

 

But the current situation is that people are dying every minute. 

 

Trump is quite right, we can't watch people die and do nothing. 

 

And Trump said: Early trials of the antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine for 

coronavirus pneumonia were "very encouraging." 

 

that is right. If there are successful cases, they should be popularized. 

 

According to Chinese and Western scientific reports, the use of hydroxychloroquine, artemisinin, 

and ivermectin to treat the Wuhan virus is in line with the science, theories and methods of 

traditional Chinese medicine. 

 

It is recorded in the "Huangdi Neijing", "Compendium of Materia Medica" and the medical 

monographs of Sun Simiao, Zhang Zhongjing, and Li Shizhen 

 

According to 1. Department of Pharmacy, The first affiliated hospital of the Anhui medical 

university, National Administration of Traditional Chinese Medicine Third-level Laboratory of 

Traditional Chinese Medicine Chemistry 

 

2. The Scientific Report of Pharmacy Department of Chizhou Third People's Hospital, Wu Jiajun, 

Xia Heiyun, and Wang Xiaohua, "Research Progress of Cytokine Storm and Drug Treatment of 

Severe Patients in novel coronavirus pneumonia" 

 

Chloroquine can inhibit the production and release of cytokines TNF-α and IL-6, has an 

immunomodulatory effect, reduces cytokine storm, and prevents patients from turning from mild 

to severe. 

 

So Trump’s suggestion has a scientific proof 
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11. Xi Jinping's behavior of seizing power led to the outbreak of plague 

in Wuhan 

 

Everything Xi Jinping has done since he took office revolves around his becoming emperor, but Xi 

Jinping's educational level is very low, only primary school level, and he is nothing but a red 

dignitary in China. 

 

Zhou Xianwang, the then mayor of Wuhan responded to the untimely disclosure of the Pandemic, 

saying: "According to the Law on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases, it can only be 

disclosed with the authorization of the CPC Central Committee". To put it bluntly, Zhou Xianwang 

pointed out that Xi Jinping refused to let Zhou Xianwang disclose the Pandemic, which led to the 

outbreak 

 

This was also confirmed in Hong Kong's Ming Pao Daily News and later Sun Lijun's breaking news: 

When the local government reported the epidemic situation in Wuhan to Xi Jinping, Xi Jinping 

instructed, "Don't destroy the festive atmosphere." 

 

The reason for the worldwide outbreak of the Wuhan plague is also Xi Jinping’s purpose to 

consolidate his power, suppress public opinion, create fake news, fake data, and destroy virus 

samples. 

 

While cutting off domestic flights to Wuhan, Wuhan’s international flights carry the virus to the 

world and threaten countries that try to cut off Chinese flights. 

 

Therefore, Xi Jinping and CCP should bear half of the responsibility for the outbreak of the plague 

all over the world. The other half should be the deep state. 
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Part 4 

Treatment methods for people infected with  

the Wuhan virus 
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1. Overview 

 

After the virus broke out in Wuhan, many companies quickly developed vaccines and began to 

vaccinate at the end of 2020. But now, according to a large number of medical reports, vaccines 

do not seem to be able to prevent virus infection. The reason is that all the vaccines against RNA 

viruses in the world have been unsuccessful so far. Because RNA viruses are constantly mutating, 

just like influenza. 

 

Influenza has been with humans for thousands of years, but humans have never invented any 

influenza vaccine, because influenza viruses mutate every year. It's different every year. 

 

Moreover, according to scientific reports, vaccines can not prevent the infection of mutated 

Wuhan virus, On the contrary it have ADE effect, which may make vaccinators more susceptible 

to Wuhan virus, and the mortality rate will also increase. 

 

I think the rational way for people to fight viruses now is not to vaccinate, but to find a cure. 

 

According to the scientific reports of Akiko Iwasaki, a professor at Yale University, and many 

scientists, Coronavirus of mild patients can be completely killed by human body, and it is not 

Wuhan virus that causes injury and death of severe patients, but the "Over-excited immune 

response" produced by human body, which is also called "immune storm" or "cytokine storm". 

 

At present, there is no way to solve the problem of "Over-excited immune response" in western 

medical circles. However, according to Chinese medical reports, TCM can perfectly solve the 

problem of "Over-excited immune response" 

 

Zhang Boli, an official authoritative expert in China, a member of the National Administration of 

Traditional Chinese Medicine Medical Treatment Expert Group, an academician of the Chinese 

Academy of Engineering, and president of Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, said 

that Chinese medicine has a good effect on controlling cytokine storms and can effectively 

prevent COVID-19 patients from changing from mild to severe and critical. 

 

However, I think there is a great dispute about the treatment of Wuhan virus with ivermectin and 

hydroxychloroquine, because it is wrong in the research direction of modern western academic 

theory. 

 

Because I don't think ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine can kill Coronavirus, but they can 

effectively prevent "Over-excited immune response". 

 

Therefore, I think TCM, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine and artemisinin can effectively inhibit the 

"Over-excited immune response", and keep symptoms within mild range, the immune system of 

human body will naturally clear all Wuhan viruses and gain natural immunity within a few weeks. 
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Simply put, these medicine can prevent the infected person's condition from deteriorating and 

maintain a mild state. No medicine are needed to kill the virus, and the immune system of human 

body will kill all the viruses within a few weeks. What we need is to give the body enough time to 

repair the body instead of using medicine to kill the virus. 

 

Therefore, for patients infected with Wuhan virus, TCM, Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine and 

Artemisinin are widely used and at the same time  with Western medicine treatment. It will be a 

complete success. Humans can completely defeat the Wuhan virus. 
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2. The principles of Chinese medicine and Western medicine are 

completely different, and each has its own strengths 

 

God's revelation to ancient Chinese people is yin-yang philosophy, system view, 

 

Zhouyi, Tao Te Ching and Huangdi Neijing are books given by God to ancient Chinese. 

 

Tao Te Ching is a classic of Chinese Taoism 

 

Huangdi Neijing is a classic of ancient Chinese medicine 

 

Zhouyi is a book about the changing law of things, which is often used for fortune telling. 

 

I think using God's revelation to the ancient Chinese can end the disaster of Wuhan virus 

 

Traditional Chinese medicine is a kind of medical skill that uses yin-yang theory and system view 

to treat human body. 

 

The human body is a very complex system, with 11 complex systems including respiratory system, 

blood circulation system, immune system, digestive system, reproductive system, nervous system 

and so on. 

 

Because of internal or external factors, the working state of these systems leaves the normal 

range, and the body will feel uncomfortable or cause disease or even death. This is the consensus 

recognized by Western medicine and Chinese medicine. 

 

According to the Bible, the human body is a very complicated machine created by God according 

to his appearance, which is used to load the soul. 

 

This machine of human body adjusts its working state through 11 systems all the time, so that 

each system of human body keeps balance. 

 

The human body itself has a very complex function of keeping the balance of its various systems. 

When we need go to the hospital to see a doctor, because these systems  work beyond their 

normal range. We need to listen to the doctor's advice and restore the balance of the human 

body through medicine and treatments. 

 

The principle of Western medicine in treating diseases is to treat viruses or organs that cause 

diseases through some medicine and methods. For example, cataract removal, appendix removal, 

heart stenting and antibiotic injection are medical knowledge mastered by human beings relying 

on science and technology, which is good. 
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The principle of Chinese medicine to treat diseases is to increase or decrease the excitement of 

some certain system, so that the body's self-repair function can control the situation of the 

human body and make them work within an acceptable range. So that damaged organs are 

automatically repaired 

 

Because not only antibiotics can kill viruses and bacteria, but also human immune system can kill 

viruses and bacteria. 

 

Therefore, treating diseases with traditional Chinese medicine means that patients have cured 

their own diseases. 

 

The function of traditional Chinese medicine is to regulate one's own immune system, so that the 

working state of immune cells is excited or eased. 

 

Therefore, it is very simple for Chinese medicine to treat diseases. Chinese medicine does not 

need to study viruses, but only symptoms, and uses corresponding medicine according to the 

human reactions shown by patients to restore the balance of the human body. 

 

Because in principle, no matter any virus or bacteria, the immune system of human body can kille 

them all. Doctors of traditional Chinese medicine only need to use corresponding medicine to 

increase or inhibit the activity of the immune system according to the working state of the 

patient's immune system. 

 

Let me talk about some simple Chinese common sense: 

 

For example, if a patient suffers from chills caused by virus infection, and the virus attacks the 

healthy cells of the human body, it is due to the lack of vitality of the immune system, so it is 

necessary to increase the activity of the interest-free system. 

 

In life, if Chinese people suffer from viral colds, and the patient's body temperature rises, but he 

feels cold, often he  will drink ginger brown sugar water, then keep warm and make his body 

sweat, and the cold will be cured after sleep 

 

Fever, suppuration, inflammation and blushing caused by virus or bacteria mean that the immune 

system is overactive and continues to attack human cells after killing the virus. Traditional 

Chinese medicine needs to suppress the vitality of the immune system through treatment. For 

example, I sometimes suffer from oral inflammation due to fatigue, and I will drink a lot of mung 

bean soup to relieve it. Very effective. 

 

According to the theory of traditional Chinese medicine, ginger can make people fever, which is 

explained by modern medicine to improve the vitality of immune system. Mung bean can 

clearing heat and detoxicating, which is explained by modern medicine to reduce the vitality of 

immune system. 
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3. The treatment for Wuhan virus should prevent "Over-excited 

immune response" from worsening the disease, instead of killing the 

virus with medicine and related scientific reports 

 

According to Akiko Iwasaki, a professor at Yale University's Department of Immunology,  a 

professor of molecular cell and developmental biology, and a researcher at Howard Hughes 

Medical School, The reason why the Wuhan virus can kill patients is that the immune system of 

the human body takes place "immune storm". Immune cells attack their own lung cells or other 

organs, which leads to inflammation and suppuration of the human body, which makes people 

unable to breathe or the heart stops beating, resulting in death. 【1】 

 

According to medical scientists, the Wuhan virus has been defeated when the human body takes 

place immune storms and the white blood cells attack their own tissues and cells. At this time, 

there is almost no Wuhan virus in the human body, so we only need to give the human body 

enough time to recover. 

 

What we need to do is use some medicine to prevent the immune system and white blood cells 

from attacking our lung cells and healthy human cells. 

 

The effect of traditional Chinese medicine on the Wuhan virus is like this. 

 

According to "Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine College of Integrated Traditional 

Chinese and Western Medicine" and "Shanxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine" Chang 

Jun, Li Lingling, Fan Yadong, Fu Jiangjiang, Zhang Mingxing, Bian Yuhong's papers "The damage 

mechanism of cytokine storm caused by novel coronavirus pneumonia and Prevention and 

Treatment of Traditional Chinese Medicine" records, 【2】 

 

1. Interleukin (IL)-6 and TNF-α are the key cytokines and pro-inflammatory cytokines for the 

cytokine storm caused by COVID-19. 

 

2. Traditional Chinese medicine has an obvious immune regulation function, which can inhibit the 

over-activation of immune cells and reduce the over-inflammatory reaction, and then regulate 

the occurrence and development of cytokine storms. Traditional Chinese medicine has a 

significant anti-inflammatory function, and controls cytokine storm by reducing cytokines such as 

TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-1 β. 

 

3. According to the "china news of traditional Chinese medicine", Qingfei Paidu Decoction is a 

special good medicine for the prevention and treatment of COVID-19, with a cure rate of 99.28%, 

and is listed as the first choice for clinical treatment of Chinese medicine. Yang et al. found that 

Qingfei Paidu Decoction inhibited TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-8 by regulating Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) 

and NF-κB signaling pathways, and alleviated lung inflammation damage. 
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This is the scientific proof that a specific traditional Chinese medicine formula can become an 

antidote to the Wuhan virus. 

 

In this way, combined with modern medicine, almost all diseases can be treated, and the cost will 

be reduced by 50%-80%. 

 

Related scientific reports: 

 

【1】《The Immune Havoc of COVID-19》 

By Akiko Iwasaki, Patrick Wong on January 1, 2021 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-immune-havoc-of-covid-19/ 

 

【2】《The damage mechanism of cytokine storm caused by novel coronavirus pneumonia and 

Prevention and Treatment of Traditional Chinese Medicine》 

Chang Jun, Li Lingling, Fan Yadong, Fu Jiangjiang, Zhang Mingxing, Bian Yuhong 

1）Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine College of Integrated Traditional Chinese and 

Western Medicine. Tianjin China 301617 

2）Shanxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Xianyang, China 712000 

https://lnk.pw/ytem 

  

【3】《Could Curbing Runaway Immune Responses Treat COVID-19?》 

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/could-curbing-runaway-immune-responses-treat-c

ovid-19--67450 

 

【4】《Preventing 'Cytokine Storm' May Ease Severe COVID-19 Symptoms》 

Bert Vogelstein 

The Johns Hopkins University 

Genetics Cancer Biology 

https://www.hhmi.org/news/preventing-cytokine-storm-may-ease-severe-covid-19-symptoms 
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https://www.hhmi.org/news/preventing-cytokine-storm-may-ease-severe-covid-19-symptoms
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4. Ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, artemisinin, and Qingfei Paidu 

Decoction can treat the Wuhan virus based on the principle of 

traditional Chinese medicine-preventing "immune storm" 

 

Enhancing or suppressing the activity of the immune system, letting one's own immune system 

and self-repairing system kill viruses and repair damaged body is the basic principle of TCM and 

has a history and experience of 3,000 years, there are a large number of medicines in TCM that 

can inhibit "overexcited immune response". 

 

In Chinese medicine, the corresponding name of "inhibiting overexcited immune response" is  

"clear heat and resolve toxin". 

“Clearing heat” means: reducing fever, inflammation, redness, and suppuration 

“resolve toxin” means suppressing the attack of the immune system or toxin on healthy cells of 

the human body 

 

There are a large number of medicines in use in China with the function of "clear heat and 

resolve toxin". Different medicines act on different organs, which is very complicated. 

 

Mr. Tong Xiaolin, the most outstanding TCM scientist in China, the Qingfei Paidu Decoction he 

invented is 99.28% effective against COVID-19, which can effectively suppress the immune storm. 

【1】 

 

Artemisia annua is an ancient heat-clearing medicine in China, which is recorded in many ancient 

books. Artemisinin and Piperaquine Tablets  are the first choice for overseas Chinese to fight 

against COVID-19. And good results have been achieved. 【2】 Artemisinin itself does not kill the 

virus, but can inhibit the "overexcited immune response." 

 

I think the pragmatic approach in Western countries now is to use the hydroxychloroquine, 

ivermectin, and artemisinin that you can get to treat COVID-19 patients. 

 

I think ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine have similar effects to TCM. Quinine, the original 

product of hydroxychloroquine, is the active ingredient of cinchona bark used by indigenous 

Peruvian people to treat malaria. It is also a TCM. 

 

The effects of ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, and artemisinin in treating COVID-19 patients are 

all the principles of traditional Chinese medicine in treating diseases-suppressing immune 

storms. 

 

So I think modern Western scientists have made a mistake in evaluating the efficacy of ivermectin, 

hydroxychloroquine, and artemisinin in the treatment of patients with Wuhan virus infection. 
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We need to identify whether these medicines can avoid the immune storms, rather than whether 

these medicines can kill Novel Coronavirus. 

 

Therefore, I suggest that scientists all over the world do scientific research on ivermectin, 

hydroxychloroquine, and artemisinin again. check what their performance is in avoiding immune 

storms. I believe you will come to a new conclusion. 

 

I suggest that what we need to do in the fight against the COVID-19 is not to find medicine to kill 

the virus but to prevent patients from turning from mild to severe. 

 

Wuhan virus is like flu for mild patients. As long as the illness does not get worse, the immune 

system of the human body will completely eliminate the virus in a few days and get immunity. 

 

According to a study conducted by researchers from Maccabi Healthcare Services and Tel Aviv 

University in Israel, the recovery of infected people to obtain immunity, better than the vaccine 

13 times.【3】 

 

When the number of people who acquire natural immunity in society reaches a certain number, 

which is group immunity, the virus will disappear completely. 

 

Research and develop medicine to avoid immune storms. This is God's way to cure diseases. 

 

According to the scientific report《Research progress of cytokine storm and drug treatment in 

severe patients with COVID-19》by Wu Jiajun of the First Affiliated Hospital of Anhui Medical 

University, chloroquine and some TCM can prevent over-excited immune response. 

 

Hydroxychloroquine has the same pharmacological effects as chloroquine, but the side effects 

are reduced by half. Therefore, this research report can prove that hydroxychloroquine can 

prevent Over-excited immune response. 【4】 

 

According to the scientific report 《Ivermectin: a multifaceted drug of Nobel prize-honoured 

distinction with indicated efficacy against a new global scourge, COVID-19》 by A. D. Santin, MD, 

Yale University, Ivermectin has obvious efficacy against COVID-19, and convincing statistics,  It 

can prevent COVID-19 infection and treat COVID-19 infection, 【5】 

 

According to the scientific report of Indian and Italian doctors Asiya Kamber Zaidi and Puya 

Dehgani-Mobaraki, 《 The mechanisms of action of Ivermectin against SARS-CoV-2: An 

evidence-based clinical review article 》，  ivermectin has the functions of suppressing 

Over-excited immune response, preventing virus replication, preventing virus invasion into cells 

and other functions 【6】 

 

Related scientific reports: 

 

【1】 《The damage mechanism of cytokine storm caused by novel coronavirus pneumonia and 
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Prevention and Treatment of Traditional Chinese Medicine》 

Chang Jun, Li Lingling, Fan Yadong, Fu Jiangjiang, Zhang Mingxing, Bian Yuhong 

1）Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine College of Integrated Traditional Chinese and 

Western Medicine. Tianjin China 301617 

2）Shanxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Xianyang, China 712000 

https://lnk.pw/ytem 

 

【2】Sensational artemisinin-piperaquine for treatment of COVID-19 in prospect 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/sensational-artemisinin-piperaquine-for-treatment

-of-covid-19-in-prospect-301415431.html 

 

【3】Large Israeli study: Natural immunity provides 13 times more protection against Delta than 

Pfizer's vaccine does 

https://hotair.com/allahpundit/2021/08/26/large-israeli-study-natural-immunity-provides-13-tim

es-more-protection-against-delta-than-pfizers-vaccine-does-n411863 

 

【4】Summary： Hydroxychloroquine and some TCM can prevent over-excited immune response 

《Research progress of cytokine storm and drug treatment in severe patients with COVID-19》 

Wu Jiajun, Xia Heiyun, Wang Xiaohua 

1. Department of Pharmacy, the First Affiliated Hospital of Anhui Medical University, and the 

third-level laboratory of traditional Chinese medicine chemistry of the State Administration of 

Traditional Chinese Medicine, Hefei, China 230022 

2. Department of Pharmacy, the Third People's Hospital of Chizhou City, Chizhou, China 24710 

https://lnk.pw/yjwx 

 

【5】《Ivermectin: a multifaceted drug of Nobel prize-honoured distinction with indicated efficacy 

against a new global scourge, COVID-19》 

A. D. Santin1, D. E. Scheim2, P. A. McCullough3, M. Yagisawa4 and T. J. Borody5 

1) Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, 

2) US Public Health Service, Inactive Reserve, Blacksburg, VA, 

3) Texas A & M College of Medicine, Dallas, TX, USA, 

4) Omura Satoshi Memorial Institute, Infection Control Research Center, Kitasato University, 

Tokyo, Japan and 

5) Centre for Digestive Diseases, New South Wales, Australia 

https://lnk.pw/osyy 

 

【6】Summary： Ivermectin has the effect of suppressing cytokine storm 

《The mechanisms of action of Ivermectin against SARS-CoV-2: An evidence-based clinical review 

article》 

Asiya Kamber Zaidi & Puya Dehgani-Mobaraki 

SUSHRUT ENT Hospital: Pune, Maharashtra, IN 

Associazione Naso Sano: San Mariano, Umbria, IT 

https://lnk.pw/pfwy 
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5. Westerners can quickly end the catastrophe of the coronavirus 

10 May 2020  

 

It has been more than 5 months since the discovery of coronavirus. Now, China has basically end 

the catastrophe of the coronavirus, but the western countries are still deeply troubled by the 

coronavirus. 

 

‘Therapeutic Schedule Based on integrated Chinese and Western medicine’ Determined on 

January 25 in the Meeting Held by China Political Bureau. In the following two months or so, the 

Chinese government announced that it had basically eliminated the catastrophe of the 

coronavirus and won a brilliant victory in the war against the coronavirus. 

 

Some officials of the Chinese government also asked the people of Wuhan to thank Xi Jinping and 

the Communist Party. Although this was disgusted by some people, from an objective perspective, 

the Communist Party and Xi Jinping did indeed do the right thing. In fact, the decision of the 

Communist Party and Xi Jinping on ‘Therapeutic Schedule Based on integrated Chinese and 

Western medicine’ helped the Chinese people relieve the coronavirus disaster. 

 

It took only two month to control the disaster of coronavirus in China. It's so fast that I can't 

believe it. I think that Western countries have not believed this to be true until now. But I want to 

tell you that this is indeed true. This is not China's false propaganda, this is what really happened. 

I hope that Western countries can also use traditional Chinese medicine to help your country 

relieve the coronavirus disaster. 

 

Why can Chinese medicine relieve the coronavirus disaster? Why is Chinese medicine effective 

for coronavirus? Why can't Western medicine solve the coronavirus disaster now? 

 

This is a blank area of Western medicine knowledge. The knowledge to solve coronavirus is 

beyond the scope of Western medicine, so Western medicine can never find the answer to 

remove coronavirus, or cannot find the answer within a long period of time. 

 

This is also the purpose of writing this book. I hope people can learn to use all kinds of knowledge 

to create well-being and solve various problems for human beings. 

 

From the beginning of this book, I put forward a knowledge point and concept, that is- “scope of 

consciousness”. 

 

If the sum of all Western medicine knowledge is a scope of consciousness, it like a circle, then the 

scope of consciousness of doctors in all Western countries are all in this circle. When they 

encounter any problems, they will only find answers in this circle, and will never go beyond this 

consciousness and circle. 

 

I can say that all areas of knowledge of Chinese medicine are in another circle. This circle is 
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similar to that of Western medicine, but it does not overlap. 

 

Because Western medicine has completely different working principle as Chinese medicine. 

Traditional Chinese medicine is the knowledge and tools that God taught to ancient Chinese 

thousands of years ago. 

 

The Bible says that human beings are all created by God. When God created man, man had its 

own immune system and self-healing system, which means that when the human body is harmed 

or invaded by viruses, it will repair itself. I believe this principle is also understood by Western 

medicine. 

 

People will get sick and die because of external injury or internal injury and pathogenic factors 

beyond the scope of the body's self-repair and immune system. I believe Western medicine will 

agree with this statement. 

 

To put it simply, the treatment principle of Western medicine is that it works against external 

injuries, internal injuries, and pathogenic factors. For example, if a viral infection occurs, the 

treatment plan of Western medicine is to find a treatment plan to kill the virus. 

 

The treatment principle of traditional Chinese medicine is not to treat external injuries, internal 

injuries, and pathogenic factors, but to work on its own immune system and self-repair system. 

Chinese medicine can regulate the self-immune system and self-repair system, let the immune 

system kill viruses and bacteria, and help the self-repair system to repair external or internal body 

tissue damage. 

 

Different Chinese medicines can act on different human organs, allowing the immune system to 

increase insufficient activity or reduce excessive activity, and promote the repair system to repair 

human organs and tissues. 

 

These are just some basic principles of Chinese medicine and Western medicine. Because my 

aunt is a highly educated pharmacist and doctor, this is what she taught me. I knew it since I was 

a child. 

 

Since the outbreak of coronavirus in Wuhan, one day, a Christian sent me a message-a recording 

of the speech made by Professor Wu Jun about coronavirus. Professor Wu Jun is an associate 

professor at the Medical Center of the City of Hope in the United States(the biggest tumor 

hospital in the United States) and the director of the Animal Tumor Model Laboratory. 

 

After listening to Professor Wu's speech, I felt that this was the inspiration of God to me. I think 

Chinese medicine can relieve the coronavirus disaster. 

 

Professor Wu Jun said: when the patient has a fever, lung inflammation, or white lung, most of 

the viruses in the human body have been killed. These phenomena are just that the virus caused 

an excessive immune response. The immune system will continue to attack the lung cells and 
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cells of other organs, causing inflammation of the lungs or other organs. 

 

I think what Professor Wu Jun said is exactly the working principle and scope of Chinese medicine. 

I think the “clearing heat and detoxifying” effect of traditional Chinese medicine can solve the 

problem that the “immune system continues to attack the lung cells and cells of other organs, it 

will cause inflammation of the lung or other organs”. This is the most traditional and oldest 

treatment method of traditional Chinese medicine. We have known it since we were young, and 

it is often used and mentioned in daily life. This is a basic common sense in China. 

 

I just know some basic common sense. The person who can really solve the coronavirus crisis is 

still the top Chinese medicine expert in China. 

 

Since‘Therapeutic Schedule Based on integrated Chinese and Western medicine’  is the highest 

political decision made by the Chinese government, China sent its top Chinese medicine experts 

to Wuhan in January. The two I know are Tong Xiaolin, an academician of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, and Zhang Boli, an academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering. 

With the efforts of Tong Xiaolin, Zhang Boli, and other experts and medical staffs, China basically 

defeated the coronavirus two months later. The Chinese government has made a lot of reports in 

the news media. In the meanwhile, Tong Xiaolin and Zhang Boli also announced their methods, 

experience and clinical data of using Chinese medicine. 

 

1. Zhang Boli said that after treatment with traditional Chinese medicine more than 500 mild 

patients admitted to the Cabin Hospital under his administration were basically cured, and none 

of them turned into severe patients. 

 

2. Academician Tong Xiaolin said that the total effective rate of “lung heat clearing and detoxing 

soup” is 97.78%, and none of his mild patients have been converted into severe or critically ill 

patients. The “lung heat clearing and detoxing soup” has been listed as the first choice of clinical 

diagnosis and treatment of coronavirus in traditional Chinese medicine. 

As of March 13, of 1261 new coronavirus pneumonia patients in 10 provinces, after taking “lung 

heat clearing and detoxing soup”, 1102 patients have been cured, 29 patients have had the 

symptoms disappeared, and 71 patients have improved significantly. Of the 40 severely ill 

patients, 28 have been discharged, and of the remaining 12 patients who are still in hospital, 10 

patients have had the symptoms improved, and all patients are recovering. 

 

3. According to a group of data published on Guangming Daily on March 13, in the worst-hit 

Wuchang district of Wuhan, the COVID-19 patients confirmed accounted for high up to above 90% 

after all suspected cases accepted test on January 28. On February 2, the measure of offering 

intervention therapy to all people at guard points with traditional Chinese medicine was 

implemented, and till February 6, the confirmation rate decreased to over 30%, and till March 5, 

it decreased to 3%. We can see from the group of data that the effect of offering intervention 

therapy to suspected cases and confirmed patients with traditional Chinese medicine was rather 

remarkable. 
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4. Statistics show that among the confirmed patients of new coronavirus pneumonia in the 

country, 74187 people use traditional Chinese medicine, accounting for 91.5%. 61449 people in 

Hubei Province used traditional Chinese medicine, accounting for 90.6%. Through observing the 

clinical efficacy, it can be found that the total effective rate of traditional Chinese medicine has 

reached more than 90%. 

 

Judging from these data, Chinese medicine is a special drug for removing coronavirus, which is 

proved by more than 70,000 cases in China. 

It has been two months since China successfully defeated the coronavirus, but now Western 

countries are in dire straits. 

Why don't you Western countries use the special medicine of Chinese medicine to rescue your 

citizens? 

Is it because you don’t know this information? Or don’t you believe in this information? Or are 

you reluctant to believe that this information is true? 

I have been criticizing the bureaucracy of the Chinese government, but all politicians in Western 

countries are equally bureaucratic, even more serious than China. 

 

I think the United States should immediately invite Tong Xiaolin and Zhang Boli to the United 

States, and let them bring enough Chinese medicine to let them personally demonstrate how 

Chinese medicine cures coronavirus patients and then spread this experience to the whole world. 

If so, I believe that the coronavirus crisis will be lifted in about a month, and we can quickly 

return to normal work and life. 

 

It is best to let them bring some raw materials of traditional Chinese medicine and teach 

Americans in the United States to cook and make traditional Chinese medicine, so as to save 

people who are suffering all over the world. 

If Chinese medicine is used all over the world, will there be a shortage of Chinese medicine? I 

believe that American scientists will also study the active ingredients of traditional Chinese 

medicine and develop more effective alternative medicines and treatments. 

I think Chinese medicine does not necessarily use a certain medicine. On the contrary, Chinese 

medicine has many alternative medicines, which can have the same or similar effects. Even every 

country has some local plants that can be used as Chinese medicine. 

 

Because Chinese medicine does not directly act on viruses, but on the immune system and repair 

system of the human body. 

 

I think that each country has its own traditional medical method, but the World Health 

Organization has denied this method. This behavior cut off people's way out. 

 

Video 1: Qingfei Paidou Decoction developed by Tong Xiaolin is used by 50,000 patients with 

coronavirus in Wuhan 

https://youtu.be/ds6u-vq8ceU 

 

Video 2: Chinese gov said  that Qingfei Paidu Decoction is a Specific medicine for treating 

https://youtu.be/ds6u-vq8ceU
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coronavirus 

https://youtu.be/4HpUEjGxkU0 

 

Video 3: cctv interview with Zhang Boli，how to get rid of coronavirus 

https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM 

 

news 1: Academician Tong Xiaolin said that the total effective rate of “lung heat clearing and 

detoxing soup” is 97.78% 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2020-03/17/c_1125724822.htm 

 

 

news 2: Three medicines and three prescriptions are effective 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2020-03/25/c_1125763197.htm 

 

Taiwan news 3: Remove viruses from the body in as fast as 8 days! Taiwan finds unique Chinese 

medicine formula for Wuhan pneumonia 

https://www.setn.com/News.aspx?NewsID=741035 

 

news 4：Notice of the Chinese Medicine Administration: Prescription and Instructions for "Qingfei 

Paidu Decoction" 

http://www.xinhuanet.com//health/2020-02/07/c_1125542928.htm 

 

Video 4: Xu Xue Chun: China have a Specific medicine for Corona Virus 

 

https://youtu.be/tD8Qu5SvG7k 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/4HpUEjGxkU0
https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM
http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2020-03/17/c_1125724822.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2020-03/25/c_1125763197.htm
https://www.setn.com/News.aspx?NewsID=741035
http://www.xinhuanet.com/health/2020-02/07/c_1125542928.htm
https://youtu.be/tD8Qu5SvG7k
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6. We should hold a fair treatment method competition about the 

Wuhan virus 

 

A. The current situation regarding the Wuhan virus 

 

1. The Wuhan virus is a biological weapon created by Fauci, Peter Daszak, and the DS in 

cooperation with the CCP. 

 

2. I have seen many scientists say that mRNA vaccines have an ADE effect, which is also correct. 

 

3. According to the facts, the vaccine is effective for epidemic prevention and control within a few 

months. When the virus mutation, it will not work and may even exacerbate the condition 

 

4. Because the vaccine has a certain effect but also has obvious shortcomings, the vaccine can be 

injected on a voluntary basis 

 

5. Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and traditional Chinese medicine are effective for Wuhan 

virus patient 

 

6. Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and traditional Chinese medicine are not recognized in the 

treatment of the Wuhan virus in the Western medical system because they do not comply with 

Western medical rules. 

 

7. Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, TCM are used to treat diseases based on the principles of 

traditional Chinese medicine. 

 

8. Fauci, Daszak, and DS opposed hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, and traditional Chinese 

medicine for two reasons 

 

1) The conspiracy of DS, they don’t want people to find a solution to the problem, they want to 

reduce the population 

 

2) Most government officials and doctors are deceived and threatened by the DS and have to 

obey their orders 

 

9. The principles of TCM and Western medicine are completely different systems： 

 

TCM regulates the patient's immune system to cure the patient, and Western medicine uses 

medicine to kill the virus to cure the patient. 

 

Hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, and TCM are God's way to cure patients, and Western medicine 

is the way human technology cures patients. 
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10. There is no difference between God’s treatment method and the human science treatment 

method. What is useful to mankind is good. 

 

11. I suggest that human beings hold a fair medical competition similar to the World Cup to make 

people understand what is the most effective treatment. 

 

 

 

B. we should hold a fair treatment method  competition about the Wuhan virus 

 

1、 My suggestion to human beings is to hold a global medical competition, just like the World 

Cup, an open competition, without any discrimination, everyone is equal, and any kind of medical 

treatment is equal. The treatment effect under equal conditions is used as the criterion to 

determine who will win. 

 

2、Any individual, group, or country can sign up to participate. 

 

We arrange patients with the same conditions for each treatment method and treatment team, 

such as the patient's age and disease status. 

 

This is easy to do, and the patient's condition is easily defined by various medical indicators. 

 

For example, Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, TCM, Remdesivir, traditional medicine and 

treatment methods of indigenous people, Vladimir Zelenko cocktail treatment methods, Trump 

treatment method, some TCM doctors in Taiwan claim that they can cure patients in 7 days, and 

Chinese TCM doctors also claim that they can cure patient in 7 days.  

 

We need them to show these to the world, in front of the spotlights and cameras 

 

3、 We need to allow patients to voluntarily choose which treatment to receive as experimental 

subjects. If the patient does not trust the doctor, there will be no good curative effect. This is 

clearly stipulated in the TCM books 

 

4、 the whole process needs to be broadcast live like the World Cup, accepting supervision and 

referees from all over the world, 

 

 

 

C. Solving the Wuhan virus problem is not a problem of treatment methods. There is a problem 

with the way of thinking of human beings. 

 

Human beings have been controlled by the cabal for a long time, and wrong thoughts have been 

instilled by DS. 
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For example,  

 

1、the opposition between TCM and Western medicine. This is a conspiracy. 

 

Whether it is TCM or the Western medicine system, the purpose of their work should be to treat 

diseases and save lives and alleviate the suffering of patients. 

 

But whether in China or the West, their first purpose is to make money, and then to cure the 

patients. 

 

2、The Chinese government and medical circles vigorously promote genetically modified foods 

resulting in a large number of cancer and other disease patients in China, which can generate a 

lot of medical expenses for hospitals. This is a conspiracy. 

 

3、On December 21, 2019, the world's second-largest hydroxychloroquine medicine factory in 

Taiwan exploded. I think this is also a conspiracy of the cabal. 

 

4、According to the logic of normal people: "the things that can achieve the goal and help us are 

the truth."  According to the conspiracy group: "Anything that does not in the interests of the 

conspiracy group is a fallacy. Only what the conspiracy group tells you is the so-called science and 

truth." 

 

What is science? Why is God omnipotent? 

 

The scientific knowledge held by God is like the entire ocean, and the knowledge held by human 

scientists is like a drop of water. 

 

The universe is endless, and the knowledge of the universe is also endless. The knowledge that 

human scientists have is only a few basic knowledge. There is also endless knowledge that 

humans have not mastered. 

 

Therefore, human scientists deny phenomena that they cannot explain, just as humans deny the 

existence of God as ridiculous and absurd. 

 

Therefore, I suggest that human beings recognize this through a global World Cup competition 

for the treatment of the Wuhan virus. This is the real science. Determine who is the most 

effective through experiment and real data. 
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Related TCM news 
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1. The function of TCM is to regulate the immune system of human 

body and make human body produce natural antibodies, which are 13 

times stronger than vaccines 

 

https://rumble.com/vm2zi1-natural-immunity-is-20x-more-effective-than-the-vaccine.html 

 

1. According to Bannon's news interview program and Israeli research report, the antibody 

produced by human natural immunity is 20 times more effective than vaccine 

 

2. How strong is human immunity after rehabilitation? New study: 13 times stronger than 2 doses 

of Pfizer 

 

https://health.ltn.com.tw/article/breakingnews/3652321 

 

In a large-scale research report in Israel, scientists found that people who received two complete 

doses of Pfizer vaccine were 13 times more likely to be infected by Delta variant virus than those 

who had been diagnosed with Wuhan virus and recovered. (Reuters) 

 

The research team used the data of the health care service database to track the medical records 

of about 800,000 Israelis and observe the health status of these people from June 1 to August 14, 

2021 thus reaching the above conclusion. 

 

Experts who are in charge of this project believe that this study compares human natural 

immunity with vaccine protection, which is the largest observational study in related fields so far. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://rumble.com/vm2zi1-natural-immunity-is-20x-more-effective-than-the-vaccine.html
https://health.ltn.com.tw/article/breakingnews/3652321
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2. Richard Urso, MD is right 

 

https://youtu.be/d8o58HB8uYE 

 

Richard Urso, MD said that hydroxychloroquine is a vaccine and specific medicine for all RNA 

viruses, and many incurable diseases are conspiracies of large pharmaceutical companies. 

 

HCQ is vaccine like against almost every airborne RNA virus. That info would completely change 

the game for flu, tamiflu, covid and others. Pts will often be pcr positive on HcQ, not be that ill 

and often still develop immunity. It kills an industry better than it kills a virus 

 

 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/d8o58HB8uYE
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3. Yan Limeng said that hydroxychloroquine is the first choice for 

treating coronavirus and should be widely promoted 

 

Yan Limeng said in a recent interview that hydroxychloroquine is the first choice for treating 

coronavirus, and the highest-ranking officials in China are taking this medicine as prevention and 

treatment. 

 

And India, South Korea and Taiwan are all using this medicine to treat coronavirus, and have 

achieved very good results. 

 

Yan Limeng said that hydroxychloroquine is a specific medicine for treating immune storm. 

Because China has discovered the effect of hydroxychloroquine in treating SARS before. 
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4. Academician Tong Xiaolin said that "Qingfei Paidu Decoction" has a 

total effective rate of 97% in treating patients with Wuhan virus 

infection 

 

2020-03-22 

 

https://kknews.cc/health/9vbla5j.html 

 

Academician Tong Xiaolin is an expert of the Central Steering Group, head of the expert group of 

National Administration of Traditional Chinese Medicine, chief researcher of China Academy of 

Chinese Medical Sciences, and academician of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

 

"Qingfei Paidu Decoction" invented by him is an important medicine for China to overcome the 

plague in Wuhan. It played a key role in China's victory over the plague in Wuhan. 

 

As of March 13th, 2020, 1261  coronavirus pneumonia patients in 10 provinces took Qingfei 

Paidu Decoction, 1102 cases were cured, 29 cases of virus disappeared and 71 cases improved. 

Among them, after 40 critically ill patients took it, 28 cases have been discharged; 12 cases are 

under treatment, and 10 cases improved their symptoms, "from severe to mild". 

 

"Qingfei Paidu Decoction" is public information in China, and the formula of "Qingfei Paidu 

Decoction" can now be simply searched on the Internet. 

 

I think if countries want to control the Wuhan virus immediately, they should immediately 

purchase Qingfei Paidu Decoction from China and give it to all suspected cases. Traditional 

Chinese medicine has no side effects, so you can eat it with confidence. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://kknews.cc/health/9vbla5j.html
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5. Academician Zhang Boli fought against the epidemic in Wuhan, 

50,000 people ate Chinese medicine, and all mild patients were cured. 

Interview video 

 

Today, I saw this news. CCTV reporters interviewed Academician Zhang Boli, a deputy to the 

National People's Congress and a member of the Central Guidance Expert Group, about the 

success story of going to Wuhan to fight the epidemic. I uploaded it to YouTube, hoping that the 

world would share China's anti-epidemic experience. Save people in every country. 

 

https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM 

 

Let's take a look at the title and expertise of Academician Zhang Boli: 

 

Zhang Boli, born in February 1948 in Tianjin, an expert in internal medicine of traditional Chinese 

medicine, an academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering, director of the Department of 

Medicine and Health, president of Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, honorary 

president of China Academy of Traditional Chinese Medicine 

 

This time, the Central Working Group led by Xi Jinping sent the top Chinese medicine experts to 

Wuhan to fight the epidemic. Zhang Boli is one of them. 

 

It is said that 50,000 patients with Wuhan Pandemic were given TCM this time, which played a 

key role in extinguishing Wuhan Pandemic. They say it was the ancestors of China (God) who 

saved the Chinese nation this time. This is no exaggeration at all. Seek truth from facts. 

 

However, I think it is not enough for our ancestors to save the Chinese nation. Ancestors are the 

embodiment of God in China. God should save the whole world. 

 

In the video, 564 mild patients admitted to Zhang Boli Traditional Chinese Medicine Shelter 

Hospital were basically cured. None of them turned into severe cases. Traditional Chinese 

medicine decoction is mainly used. Let the Chinese medicine factory make the decoction, seal it 

in a plastic bag, and give it to the patient directly. Simple and quick. You can also have Chinese 

medicine factories make decoction, fly it to your country, and give it directly to your patients. 

 

Among the patients, there are some people who are unwilling to receive Chinese medicine 

treatment. When they see that the symptoms of the patients next to them disappear, they 

recover and are discharged from hospital one by one. She also began to take Chinese medicine 

and was soon cured. Practice is the only criterion for testing truth. 

 

  

https://youtu.be/Arb7BDtpeQM
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6. Forwarding: The president of the Academy of TCM Sciences 

suggested that due to the outstanding performance of Chinese 

medicine in fighting the Pandemic , Chinese medicine should be truly 

integrated into the public health emergency management system   

 

2020.3.23 

 

http://www.qstheory.cn/llwx/2020-03/23/c_1125752444.htm 

 

On March 23, 2020, Study Times, which is under the National School of Administration, published 

an article entitled "Combining Peacetime with Wartime to Promote the Development of TCM" 

written by Huang Luqi,  president of Chinese Academy of TCM. 

 

In his article, Huang Luqi emphasized that Chinese medicine and Western medicine played a 

significant role in the prevention and treatment of coronavirus pneumonia through 

complementary advantages. 

 

According to the article, in the response to the epidemic situation in coronavirus pneumonia, 

Chinese medicine participated in the whole process, from the prevention and control of people in 

close contact to the treatment of mild and ordinary patients and severe and critically ill patients. 

Studies have proved that the combination of TCM and western medicine can quickly improve 

fever, cough, fatigue and other symptoms, shorten hospitalization days, increase the negative 

rate of nucleic acid, effectively reduce the development from mild and ordinary type to severe 

type and critically ill type, improve the cure rate and reduce the death rate. 

 

Traditional Chinese medicine plays an active role in improving blood oxygen saturation and 

inhibiting inflammation storms. 

 

The article stated that, unlike the Western medicine diagnosis and treatment method, Chinese 

medicine treatment does not require complicated procedures such as virus analysis, animal 

experiments, and clinical trials. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.qstheory.cn/llwx/2020-03/23/c_1125752444.htm
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7. Tong Xiaolin’s team cooperated with the factory to produce TCM 

decoctions in plastic bags, and TCM tablets, which were used by 

patients in large quantities 

 

2020-03-13 

 

http://wjw.hubei.gov.cn/bmdt/ztzl/fkxxgzbdgrfyyq/yxdx/202003/t20200313_2180529.shtml 

 

According to Tong Xiaolin's prescription, Jiuzhoutong Pharmaceutical made decoction and 

Lianyungang Kangyuan Pharmaceutical made Chinese medicine granules. 

 

Wuhan Virus No. 1 prescription has distributed more than 700,000 medicines in Hubei Province, 

and more than 50,000 patients have taken this medicine, and its curative effect has been well 

received by patients. 

 

Wuhan Virus No.2 prescription has issued more than 90,000 medicines, and the curative effect is 

obvious. 

 

Tong Xiaolin's team cooperated with technicians to develop a mobile App. Patients can scan the 

QR code and enter related information, and then they can get one-on-one medication guidance 

and consultation from the doctors. And can be served globally. 

 

Tong Xiaolin is full of confidence in overcoming the epidemic, he said that: "We observed 1176 

cases with an effective rate of 92.69%. Now the overall control of the epidemic situation is very 

effective, the overall incidence rate is obviously decreasing, and the discharge rate is also 

increasing. My current work focuses on the rescue and recovery treatment of critically ill patients. 

I am generally optimistic about the situation." 

 

 

 

  

http://wjw.hubei.gov.cn/bmdt/ztzl/fkxxgzbdgrfyyq/yxdx/202003/t20200313_2180529.shtml
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8. TCM’s effective rate is over 90%. 

 

2020-03-25 

 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2020-03/25/c_1125763197.htm 

 

There are 74,187 of the confirmed cases of Wuhan Pneumonia nationwide have used TCM, 

accounting for 91.5% of the all confirmed cases, and the effective rate is over 90%. " 

 

On March 23, 2020, at a press conference held by the State Council Information Office on the 

important role of TCM in the prevention and treatment of  Wuhan virus inflammation and 

effective medicine, it was stated that traditional Chinese medicine has become a highlight of the 

epidemic prevention and control. Traditional Chinese medicine can effectively relieve symptoms, 

reduce the development of mild and common types to severe, increase the cure rate, reduce the 

mortality rate, and promote the recovery of people in the recovery period. 

 

 

  

http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2020-03/25/c_1125763197.htm
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9. Forwarding: Hunan Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese 

Medicine plays the role of the main force of Chinese medicine against 

epidemic diseases 

 

2021/8/9 

 

http://wjw.hunan.gov.cn/wjw/xxgk/gzdt/szdt/202108/t20210807_20289393.html 

 

 

As of 10:00 on August 7, 2020, Hunan Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine has 

issued a total of 100,000 bags of Chinese medicine to prevent virus decoction 

 

In the thousands of years of anti-epidemic history of the Chinese nation, Chinese medicine has 

never been absent, which has made outstanding contributions to safeguarding people's lives and 

health and accumulated rich and valuable experience.  

 

Especially in the process of prevention and treatment of  coronavirus pneumonia epidemic, 

Chinese medicine deeply intervened in whole process, which once again brought good news to 

patients and demonstrated the strength of Chinese medicine. 

 

 

 

 

  

http://wjw.hunan.gov.cn/wjw/xxgk/gzdt/szdt/202108/t20210807_20289393.html
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10. Forwarding: The front line of anti-epidemic, Chinese medicine 

shows its skills 

 

2021/08/12   Xinhua Newspaper Network-Xinhua Daily 

 

http://wjw.hunan.gov.cn/wjw/xxgk/gzdt/szdt/202108/t20210807_20289393.html 

 

Recently, Nanjing Jiangning Hospital of TCM has continuously decocted TCM decoction according 

to the "Chinese Medicine Preventive Prescription" formulated by Jiangsu Provincial Expert Group 

on TCM, and sent it to centralized isolation points and other places for front-line medical staff 

and the masses to drink free of charge to help fight the epidemic. 

 

Since July 20, 2021 Nanjing Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine has distributed more than 

300,000 free TCM preventive decoction such as "Qingfei Paidu Decoction" and "Provincial TCM 

Expert Prescriptions" to quarantine points in Nanjing, and the utilization rate of TCM among 

quarantined people has exceeded 96%. 

 

At the same time, nearly 15,000 bags of epidemic prevention decoction were provided free of 

charge for inpatients, accompanying and community residents. 

 

 

 

 

  

http://wjw.hunan.gov.cn/wjw/xxgk/gzdt/szdt/202108/t20210807_20289393.html
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11. Forward: TCM anti-epidemic effect: the rate of mild patients in 

makeshift hospitals turn into severe cases is as low as 2% 

 

2021/8/30 4:23 

 

http://www.takungpao.com/news/232109/2021/0830/625890.html 

 

The "Chinese Medicine Anti-epidemic and International Development Summit Forum" was held 

in Hong Kong yesterday. A number of mainland and local medical experts shared the 

anti-epidemic effects of TCM and pointed out that TCM can regulate immune dysfunction, 

suppress inflammatory Cytokine storm, and protect major organ functions. , And play a role in 

suppressing and killing viruses, makeshift hospitals have effectively reduced the ratio of mild turn 

into severe cases to 2%. 

 

Experts believe that TCM anti-epidemic can cover all the stages of prevention, treatment, and 

rehabilitation, If early and full intervention is involved, the hospitalization and conversion time 

can be shortened, and the critical illness and mortality of infected patients can be minimized. 

 

Zhang Boli, academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, shared the experience of 

fighting the epidemic in the Mainland and summed up the many contributions of TCM in fighting 

the epidemic. 

 

includes centralized isolation; taking Chinese medicine; effectively suppressing the spread of the 

epidemic. The use of TCM in the makeshift hospitals to treat mild and common patients has 

controlled the rate of transition from mild to severe. 

 

He cited data that 90% of people infected in temporary hospitals take traditional Chinese 

medicine, and the rate of mild turn into severe cases is 2% to 5%, which is far lower than the 13% 

severe and 7% critical illness reported by the World Health Organization; 

 

In the treatment of critically ill patients and rehabilitation treatment for sequelae during the 

recovery period, the combination of Chinese and Western medicine has a significant effect. 

 

  

http://www.takungpao.com/news/232109/2021/0830/625890.html
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12. Chinese doctors say drinking 100 ml of white wine every day can 

prevent Wuhan virus 

 

I just saw the news. It is said that doctors from Central South University in Wuhan, China 

recommend that people drink about 100 ml of Hard liquor or other wines with equivalent alcohol 

content every day, which can prevent Wuhan virus. 

 

The doctor observed his colleagues nearby and found that those infected with Wuhan virus did 

not drink alcohol. None of the regular drinkers were infected. 

 

According to news from China: Some Chinese government officials recommend that people eat 

garlic every day to prevent Wuhan virus infection. I feel this is effective. 

 

Because the virus is created by the Chinese government, so their prevention and treatment 

methods are worthy of attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


